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Important reference: The parts referred to in this book

are shown in the figures on the plates at the back of the

book. Numbers are used to designate the parts. Where

parts are referred to in the text the number of each part is

given, followed by the number of the figure on which each

is to be found, except that when two or more parts mentioned

consecutively are on the same figure the figure number is

given only after the first part number. That is, all parts will

be found on the one figure until a different figure number

is given.

THE MONOTYPE SCHOOL
ye

The following is the order of instructions used on the

ae
CasTER in the Monotype Casting Machine School.

<E THE MoLp Orr THE MACHINE AS FoLLows

a the MAcuINE by hand until the Cross Bu oc 49

(Fig. 20) is at the front end of its stroke.

Pull forward the CLosuRE-caM LEVER 46 (Fig. 18) and

put a piece of material (for example, a 36-point quad) b

tween the LEATHER Burrer 34 and the face of the CASTING
39 that this LEATHER Burrer 34 strikes against. This should
be done whenever a Motp is changed or a PACKING PIECE

is changed.
Lower the Mrttinec Por and swing it out from under

the Motp.

Remove Pin 26 (Fig. 20), NUv and Pry 37, Busine 35,
Cover PLATE 22 (Fig. 16), and Marrix Carrier 24, Dis

connect water supply and Drain Pipes, SprinG 4 (Fig. 188)
from LEVER 1, and Cross BLock CéuPLinG18 (Fig.20).
Swing Bripce Links 34 over toward

ane
front a theMACHINE and remove BRIDGE SUPPORT

Take out 5 Botts and their Wine two of each are ~~
shown as Nos. 1 and 2 in Fig. 23 (also as Nos. 45, 46 and 47

in Fig. 20)
Remove the two ABUTMENT PLATES 32 (Fig. 16).
Slide the Moxp to the rear to clear the Mop BLapE a

and 8 (Fig. 16) from its Stipe 19 (Fig. 14). Insert the Cross
Brock HoLpInG Screw and remove the Morp UNitT com-

plete from the MAcHINE.

Take out 6 ScREWs aadHe
off the GALLEY PLATE from

the GALLEY STanD 11 (Fig. 19)
2. SQUARING THE Nowtis:

Follow the instructions on Pages 9, 10 and 11.

3. MoLp BASE OR NOZZLE SEAT ASSEMBLY ON

ineSNE:Follow the instructions on Pages 28, 29 an

Stop PLATE AND CLOSURE:

Read Pages 23, 24 and 25.

. CLOSURE OPENING:
Follow the instructions on Bee 25 and 26.

. CLOSURE-CAM-LEVER BUFFE

Follow the instructions on pie26.

. TAKE THE MoLp APART AT THE BENCH AS FOLLOWS:

Refer to Fig. 16 (Plate II) for the various parts to be

taken off.

(a) Take off the Bracket 23 and WEDGE 37.
Take out the HoLDING Screw and Cross BLock 16.

(c) Take off the Motp Biapr Srop 12 and slide the

Paes
se
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BLADE 7 out to the left complete with its Corrs 10.

(d) Take off the SQUARING PLATE 5.

(e) Take out the three (3) OO Be
Ts that go

through the Borsters 15 and 25 and th a

NeeSEP:A-

RATOR 27 which is on the right hand Bere19
f) Lift out the Point Brock 6 and two (2) TYPE : LOCKS

14 and 26 (Fig. 16). Also take out the Type CLamp 31 and
Pin 18.

(g) Take out the top BoLstER Botts 46 and 47 (Fig. 20)
and take both Botstrrs 15 and 25 off the MoLp BaseE 33

(Fig. 16).
8. ASSEMBLY OF THE MOLD AT THE BENCH: Read the para-

graph on Mo.ps To BE REASSEMBLED on Page 30.

Follow the instructions on Pages 30, 31, 32 and 33.
9. PuttiING Mop UNIT ON THE MACHINE:

Follow the instructions on Pages 33, 34 and 35.

10. Cross Block ADJUSTMENT:
ollow the instructions on Page

11. CLampinG Lever: Follow the ee uctions on Page 28.
12. CLurcu OPERATING Rop:

Follow the instructions on Page
13. BripcE: Follow the eee on

|

Pages 27 and 28.
14, Pump MEcHaANISM ADJUSTMENT:

(a) CLEANING NozzLEs—Follow the instructions on

Page 11 under CLEANING NozzLes. Turn to Page 47 and
read the _paragraph on Nozz.es.

aning the Pume Bopy—Follow the instructions on

Pages 14,15 and 16 under CLEANING THE Pump Bopy.

(c) Follow the instructions on Pages 11, 12, 13 and 14

under Pump MECHANISM ADJUSTMENT.
15. CaLcuLATING SCALE CYLINDER:

Follow the

ea
under OPERATING Rop Apyust-

MENT, AUTOMATIC PaWwL RELEASE, SINGLE Cast Non-
PeSoNand Machorne-WEDGE SCREW on Pages 17, 18
and 19.

16. Use or PAackinG PIECEs:
Follow theinstructions on Pages 19, 20, 21 and 22. Also

read CLOSURE SETTING wiTH No. 0 ApyusTING PACKING
Piecr on Pages 3 qT;

17. MicROMETER WEDGE GRADUATED WHEEL:
Follow the instructions on Pages 42, 43, 44 and 45.

18. Cuancinc Hercut or Propucr:
Follow the instructions on Pages 35 and 3

19. Fusion: To run Fusion MATERIAL follow‘the instruc-
tions on Pages 22 and 2

20. Read the other instr menor on the various pages that we

have not covered up to this time.

GIANT CASTER
|

ADJUSTMENTS

HE Macuine described in this book is the GIANT

Caster. Its products include type, spaces, quads, corner

pieces either low or high or with rule or decorative border

face, furniture, base for cut mounting, electrotype bearers,

and other specialties as may be required. It is unique in

that it has no cutter but casts all of its products to any de-

sired length, long or short, completely finished on both ends.

This book is prepared for the use of students in our

Monotype Scoot and for the guidance of all who operate

the Grant Caster. A clear understanding of these adjust-
ments is essential. Study them carefully, giving particular
attention to the reason for each, as this will fix them more

firmly in the mind.

Do not alter an adjustment until it has been tested and

found incorrect. Make the adjustments carefully, following
the directions exactly. Be sure all bolts, nuts, and screws

are tight and test them all occasionally to see that they stay

tight.
Keep the Macutne clean and properly oiled. Use Mono-

tyPE TyPE Mop O11 for the MAcHINE parts but always
use Monotype Rute Mop Or for the Mo tp. A little

MonotyprE LusricaTING PASTE in the RULE MoLp OIL is

beneficial.

The Motps and Motp Basrs are most beautiful pieces
of mechanism built with the precision of a watch and yet

capable of producing ton after ton of type and material

when given the proper care. Give them the treatment they
deserve. Examine and clean them at regular intervals. Use

a cloth free from lint for the cleaning. When carbon collects

on these parts it should be removed. Remove only the built-

up carbon deposit but not discoloration in the steel. A hard
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Arkansas Stone is ideal for cleaning any of these parts.
Extreme care must be exercised in its use so that the stone

does not roll over an edge. It should be used with gasoline,
kerosene or cleaning fluid. When the stone becomesdirty or

flakes of metal adhere to it, clean it by rubbing it on a neue
and true fine Carborundum Stone with gasoline,kerosene
or cleaning fluid. A 14’xl4"x3" hard Arkansas Stone has

been found to be the most useful size.

The Morn Bass, which includes the Nozze Srat, Stor

PLATE, GUIDE PLATES, etc., is built with the same precision
as the Mops and, like the Motps, can be repaired and have

parts replaced only in our factory. We furnish two complete
Mop Bases with each Grant Caster, hence one may be
used while the other is returned for repair. Be sure to return
a’ Mon BasE as soon as it needs repair—do not keep it until

the other needs repair also or the MACHINE may have to be

shut down while they are both sent to us, becausewe have

no loan Grant Movp Bases.

“When ordering parts, use the plates in the back of this

book. Give the name and symbol of the part from the trans-

lation list beside each plate, or if you prefer, give the

numberof the part and the number of the figure amwhich
it is shown.

;
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NOZZLE ADJUSTMENTS*

Two Adjustments

First: To insure that the axis of the Nozze is in a vertical

position. .

Second: To center the NozzLE in the MoLp Orr nine.

First

Object: That the axis of the NozzLE when entered in the

Mo.p OPENING will be perpendicular to the Mop, so that

there will be a tight joint between the MoLp and the NoZzLe.

PRELIMINARY

If the Motp is on the MacuINE it must be removed as

follows: Lower the Mrttinc Pot. Remove the Piston and

Nozz.e. Remove Pin 26 ( Fig. 20), Nur 31, Prin 37, Busuinc

35, CoveR PLATE 22 (Fig. 16) and Matrix CaRRIER 24.

Disconnect water supply and drain Pres, Sprine 4 (Fig. 18)
from LEVER 1, and Cross-BLOcK CoupLine 18 (Fig.,20).
Swing Bripce Links 34 over toward the front of the Ma-

CHINE and remove the Bripcr Support 36. Remove CLAMP

30 (Fig. 16) and the two ABUTMENT PLATES 32. Remove

four Botts 46 (Fig. 20) and one Bort 47.

Slide the Mowp to the rear to clear the Motp BLaprE 7

and 8 (Fig. 16) from its slide 19 (Fig. 14). Insert the Cross-

BLOCK HOLDING Screw and remove the Motp Unit com-

plete from the MACHINE.
y

Unscrew Rop 13 (Fig. 19), releasing SPRING 2. Remove

Guwe PLate 28 (Fig. 16), Closure 29, Stop PLaTE 13,

Gute PLATE 34 and Nozzie Seat 35. The Nozz_z Seat

and GUIDE PLATES are alsc shown as 26, 27, and 28 (Fig. 2)
and are removed for this adjustment. Loosen the three

Screws 24 (Fig. 2).
Raise the MELTING Pot into position and with the Pump

Tri released, turn the MAcHINE to bring the Pump up into

casting position.
Screw the NozzLe SquarinG Pin 1 (Fig. 1),into the Pump

in place of the Nozzvr 3 (Fig. 2). Caution: See that this PIN

*MACHINES prior to 9125 were supplied with a different MELTING Por, Pump Bopy,

Swi mr TABLE, from the standard parts now being ust

You are using is the correct one for your MACHIN :

Noz y

Nozz.e for Style GC Motos on.the earlier MACHINES was symboled 92GC8

243” long over all. The new style Nozzix is symboled 92GC4 and is 234” long ov
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is started squarely in the Pump and that it is screwed down

until its shoulder is seated.

PROCEDURE

Loosen the CLiame Screw 18

Fig.2) and turn the

EccENTRIC Pin 19 until the Pin 1 (Fig. 1) is square with the

top of the Motp Base Pate 33

Wig,16). Test this to front

and rear with a square resting on the top surface of the

Mo tp Bass. Tighten the CLAMP Sena 18 (Fig.2) and test

again with the square to see that the adjustment holds.

The Pin 1 (Fig. 1) will stand square to right and left un-
less the Pump Bopy or its Lirrinc Lever 17 (Fig. 2)is
badly worn, in which case they should be renewed.

RemoveSOUARINGPin 1 (Fig. 1).

Second

Object: That the Nozzue will enter the conical hole in the

Nozz_e Seat without dragging on the side of the cone.

PRELIMINARY

Screw Nozz_e in place. Replace NozzLe SEAT.

Caution: See that the Pump Oe

-
removed to avoid

any possibility of a ‘squirt’ of hot m

Place a packing between the top DEERINGHOD Nut 2

(Fig.3) and the OPERATING-ROD LEVER 3, so that when the

Pumpis raised the NozzLe yal
stand about 7ze” below its

position for contact with the Motp. Raise the MELTINGPor

into position. With the Pump Trip released, slowly turn the

MAcHINE to casting position,noting the travel of the

NOZZLE on its up stro.

PROCEDURE

y moving the Pump on its supports inside the Por to the

fateand left, and to the front and rear, the NozzLr can be

seen to move slightlyto one side or the other of the conical

hole in the Nozzie Seat. The position of the Por must

be adjusted so that this slight movement of the Nozze is

equal in all four directionsfrom the center of the conical

ole in the NozzLe Sra’

To move the Nozz_e ‘to the front or rear, turn the Ap-

yJUSTING Screw 21 (Fig. 2) in the required direction.

To move the Nozz.e to the right or left, turn the Ap-

JUSTING ScREwW 8 (Fig. 2) in the required direction.(Lower
the Me.tinc Por to reach Screw 8).

Giant Caster Adjustments 11

Remove the piece of packing from between Nur 2 (Mig. 3)
and LEVER

Tighten the Castne Scrnws 24 (Fig2).
Replace all parts removed (see eee “Mold Base and

Mol a for directions for replacing MoLp parts).

Cleaning Nozzles

On Macutnes 9125 and following and on all prior Ma-

CHINES on which the Grant MELTING Por has been applied,
use NozzLE 92GC4 for Style GC

a Style GS Mo ps, and

NozzLE 92GC9 for Style GC1 Mot

To clean NozzLe 92GC4drill it onthe bottom up to

is” from the top with a 3%”drill (.281” diameter); then drill

eee n from the top ey
a“Bn drill which is .238” diameter.

This Nozze is 234”lo

NozzLe92GC9 iis avefrom the bottom up to 35”from
the top with a No. 16 drill(.177” diameter) and then drilled

from the top with a No. 27 drill (.144” diameter). For the

diagonal vent holes in the tip of NozzLe 92GC9 use a No. 60

drill (.040” diameter) held in the fingers or use a small wire

like a paper cli

Both these Nozztrs have 54"-13 thread. Nozz.es for

GC1 Mo tps are provided with a Lock Nutr 92GC3, so that

the NozzLr may be positioned with the two vent holes to-

ward the Motp Babe. For thin set sizes where the MoLp

BLADE would cover the vent holes turn the NozzLe (screw
it further in about 4 turn) until the vent holes are free; in

this position the vent holes are diagonally back and to the

right,
For Macu

s

prior to 9125, which haye not been equipped with the Grant Pot and

Pump, the N usedare

92GC: for
GC Motos and

92GC10for
GC 1 Mops. These

YozzLEs have 3thread. ¢ 34” longer than those forthe Giant Pump but
ieraane crillstestandinerrictiondoeCleaning and use eae

os

PUMP MECHANISM ADJUSTMENTS

Connecting Rod

One Adjustment—Length of Rop 27 (Fig. 5).
Object: That the C

bose a ie.4) shallnot hammer

on ABUTMENT on MAIN

PRELIMINARY

The Pump Piston 1 (Fig. 6) should be in place aeadjustment. Back off the two Nuts 11 and 12 (Fig.
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that they cannot come against the CastTinG 10 during this

adjustment.
PROCEDURE

With the Pump HANDLE 38 (Fig. 5) thrown in, as shown,
and the MACHINE at rest; that is, when the top oof the Pump-

OPERATING-CAM ER 40is all the way to the rear and no

compression on tie SprinGc Box (Fig. 11), make the length
of Rop 27 (Fig. 5) such that CrossHEAD 14 (Fig. 4) ail
clear its ABU 15 by 3s”.Be sure to test this clearance

after both Lock Nuts 28and 33 (Fig. 5) on Rop 27 are

tightened.
After making this adjustment, and the Rop 27is locked

with its Lock Nuts 28 and 33 on each end, swing the

handle 38 up and down a few times to make sure it enters

properly the square hole in the SPRING CLIP 35. If it does not

enter this square hole properly, loosen the Lock Nut 33 and

tighten it again after moving the SprinG Cup 35 in the de-

sired direction to bring its hole in line with the HANDLE.

Piston—Two Adjustments
First: Position of Stop 43 (Fig. 5).
Second: Position of Stop Nut 25 (Fig. 5).
Both of these adjustments must be consideredtogether.

First and Second

Object: That the Piston may be clamped tightly against
its upper Stop PLATE 4 (Fig. 6) at all times except when the

NOZZLE is in contact with the MoLp.

PRELIMINARY

With the MAcHINE in the position of rest, back off the

two Nuts 25 and 26 (Fig. 5). Loosen Lock Nur 48 and

screw down the Srop 43. When this is done, note that the

Piston 1 (Fig. 6) is locked against its up Srop 4 and that

the Larcu 16 (Fig. 7) has clearance below it. The Pump-

LatcH HANDLE 38 (Fig. 5) is to be thrown into operating
position as shown.

PROCEDURE

Screw up the Srop 43 (Fig. 5) until it just touches the

CrossHEaD 45 and then screw it up about 14 turn further.

At this point the Pin 6 (Fig.6).will stand central in the hole

in the Piston Lever 7. This is indicated by the fact that

Giant Caster Adjustments — TS

the PIN 6 may be revolved freely with the fingers. Tighten
the Nur 48 (Fig. 5) and see that the adi ugpnene

holds.

With the fingers screw up the Nur 11 g. 4) just to

bearing against the Castine 10, then Tie eee Nor 12

against it.

Latch

—mAdjustment—To clear its ABUTMENT PLATE 19

(Fig.See:That the Latcn PLATE 18

(ig. 7) shall clear its

ABUTMENT PLATE 19 when the Piston 1 (Fig. 6) is at the

top of its stroke.

PROCEDURE

With the MAcHINE in the position of rest, adjust the Nur

14 (Fig. 7) and lock it with Lock Nur 13 to give gy” clear-

ance between the LarcH PLaTtE 18 and its ABUTMENT PLATE

19

Pump-body Operating Rod

wo poiustmentsexener
of PUMP-BODY-OPERATING-

RoD LEVER 7 (Fig. 8) and Stu:

Object: That the Nozz_e shallésseated before the Piston

starts on its down stroke and be withdrawn early by the

action of Stup 5.

PROCEDURE

With the MAcuINE at rest, adjust the Nut 6 (Fig. 9) and

lock it with its

roe
Nut 5so that the Lever 2 will clear

the Piston LEVER 1 by 75” when the front of the LEVER 2

is swung as far to the left as possible. Hold up the Rop 14

(Fig. 3) (on which are Nuts 1 and 2) with the fingers in

cides
to take up the lost motion when testing this adjust-

Bec the Gac PLatEs 6 (Fig. 7) into position beneath

the Latcr 16 and turn the MACHINE witha engageduntil the GAG PLaTEs 6 come within 3”
In this position adjust the Stup 5 (Fig. 8)sso a eefe
touches LEveR 7, then back off Srup 5 one-half turn. Lock

Stup 5 in this position with its Lock Nur6
Caution: Be careful not to screw Stup 5 (Fig.8) down too

far for, if this is done, it will prevent the Piston returning
to the top of its stroke,the Latcu PLate 18 (Fig. 7) will not

engage ae
ABUTMENT PLate 19, and a “‘squirt” or other

trouble will result. A wrong adjustment of this Stup 5 (Fig. 8)
may be easily mistaken for a sticky Piston. If the PISTON
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seems to stick, so that it does

petrise to the top of its str oke,
test first the adjustment of t

In this position wi
the ee R3 ig,3) free, examine

the lower part of the OPERATING Rop 14. Make sure

No2zLE has been ee correctly. The oe should now

be held firmly against the NozzLE Srat by the PuMP-BoDy

LirTInGc SPRING at the side of the MELTING Pot and there

should be no interference with the Pump-Bopy LirTING LEVER

15 to prevent its seating the NozzLe properly. Take the Rop

14 in the fingers and raise it so that the WASHER 5 comes

against the Lever 15 and see that there is 7” clearance be-

tween the WASHER 9 and the SwInG FRAME CasTING 10.

ait is necessary, adjust the position of either WASHER 5or 9

to obtain this clearance. Then test again the adjustment of

the Nut 2 at the top of the Rop 14.

Piston Spring

One Adjustment—Position of Nut at upper end of

PisiOWsSPRING Rop 1 (Fig.
Object: To give proper Piston pressure.

PROCEDURE

Be sure the Nut is on right side up. The knurled side

should be on top. Screw down or up the Nut on the upper
end of the Piston Sprinc Rop 1 (Fig. 5) to give just suf-

ficient pressure to get solid product. Do not use more pressure
than is necessary. The smaller bodies require less pressure.

Cleaning the Pump Body
Before attempting to clean a Pump Bopy be sure you have

in your plant a duplicate of the PLucs to be removed and

of the InTaKE VaLve. These are 3, 7, 8, 11, 12, and 13

0).
ThePump Bopy must be hot when taking out the PLucs.

With the Piston and Nozz.E removed let the Pump Bopy

stand in the molten metal in the eae Pot until thor-

oughly hot. Carefully empty all molten metal out of the

Pump Bopy and take the Pump Bopy to a vise where the

Pues should be joesue

sswats
still hot.

rip the bottom PLuc 8 in the vise with the Pump Bopy

eranding
erect as in ee position. Tap the arm of the

Pump Bopy in a contra-clockwise direction to loosen the

potterPuc 8, but do not unscrew it. Loosen Nur 9 and

take out the REGULATINGScrew 10. Loosen PLucs Ship alll,
and 13. The object of loosening all-the PLuGs without stop-

Giant Caster Adjustments iS)

ping to remove them is to be sure that this work is done
while the parts are still hot because if they become cold the
PLuGs will stick so that it is necessary to return the Pump

Bopy to the Mettine Por to reheat it. All of the PLucs

may now be removed and the VALVE 12 also.

By this time the Pump Bopy will be cooledsufficiently so

thee
it may be drilled without damage to the Pump Arm drill.

UMP ARMis to be drilled from the Nozz_E end where

Ene3 is taken out. Be very careful not to run the drill
down far enough to injure the threads in the bottom of the
Pump where PLuc 8 screws in. A #5” Pump Arm drill is used.

The connecting hole from this Rconelhole to the NozzLE
is large and seldom

see)but should be tested with the 3”
drill to be sure it is clea:

Also run a 35" drill theouehthe hole from which PLuG 7

(Fig. 10) was removed.This econ
the passage from the VALVE

chamber into the Pump Bop

When assembling ae eae Bopy all parts must be hot.

These can be heated in the type metal, but the MELTING

Pot should be cleaned and skimmed before doing so. All

Pius should have alittle graphite applied to the threads
before they are screwed into the Pump Bopy. To insert PLuG

8, hold the Pump Bopyin the vise and screw the PLUG in

with the pipe pliers. fee
PLUuG should be screwed in only

as tightly as can readily be done with the pipe pliers, but
be sure that it is up to Hepsolid bearing and not held out

of position by dirt or dross in the threads. If there is dirt or

dross in the threads of this PLuG so that it cannot be screwed
in with the pipe pliers, this dirt and dross must be scraped
out; an old hacksaw blade is useful for this purpose when

sed by hand and not in a hacksaw frame. All other PLucs

should be brought up to an easy bearing, using the proper
wrench which fits each PLuc. Do not screw them in hard as

that would make it difficult to remove them the next time.

It is well to have the Pump Bopy in a horizontal position
when inserting PLucs 11 and 13 with VaLvE 12 between

them as it is easier to handle VALVE 12 in this
peso

Make

sure that VALVE 12 seats properly against PLuG 11 and if it

does not, grind it in with a little VALVE
sues coompound.

When inserting REGULATING ScREW 10, leave 14” clearance

between the bottom of this ScREWw and the a of VALVE
12. The adjustment of this ScREW is made after the Pump

Bopyis in the MAcHINE and the metal hot.

he NozzLe and Piston are put in after the Pump Bopy

is in position in the Mr_tinG Por and both should be heated
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by immersion in the molten metal before being inserted in
the Pump Bopy. The drilling of

us Nozzvei is covered under
the section “CLEANING Nozzir

a

TAKING APART SPRING BOX X74GC (Fig. 11)

Caution: Injury to the operator may result unless these in-

structionsare

iehaes,
in detail.

tion: If Rop18 is broken inside the Sprinc Box do
not caneto ee apart the Sprinc Box, but return it

complete to our factory. If the Sprinc Box must be taken

apart for any other reason proceed as follows:
Remove the SprinG Box from the MAcHINE.

Clamp the Hrap 21 in a vise at the bench.
Loosen Nut 8 and remove SOCKET 7.
Remove Nuts &, 9 and10Put three WasHERS 75”thick and outside

gismeteslessthan the front end of the ABUTMENT 14 over the Rop 18 and

screw

eon
n the Nur 10 on the Rop 18 until it touches ee

ae

eNers.8and 9 on the end of the Rop, lock them to-

Ee and hold them with a wrench so that the Rop 18 does
not turn. Then run the Nur 10 to the bottom of the thread
on Rop 18. This will draw the Rop up until the end extends
about 27” above the ABUTMENT14.

Remove the Nuts 8 and 9. Put a WASHER 14" thick and

14" larger guide
diameter then

ae
end of the ABUTMENT

14 on the Rop18, put on Nut 9 and draw it down until the

eee isjammedon iteotherNur10 and against the end
of the

Nevaremove the four Nuts 12 and loosen carefully the
Nut 9 until it comes near to the end of the Rop 18, when
the Cap 13 must be held down while a helper removes the
Nut 9. As this SprING 15 expands it will be found to be

nearly 5” longer than the SprinG Box TuBE. Remove the

SprING 16 from the TuBE with the Seane15, the Rop 18

and ABUTMENTS 14 and
ae

which are held together by the
SprinG Rop 18 and Nor 1

Now take a piece of Rop erin diameter and put it in the
vise allowing it to stand 14" above the jaws. Place the

opening in the ABUTMENT 20 over this Rop and then remove

the Nur 10 with the Wasuers from the Rop, holding down

on the ABuTMENT 14 just before the Nut is finallyremoved
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a
that it does not spring away. Now remove the ABUTMENT

4 and SprinG 15 from the Rop 18. Lift the ABUrMENT 20
and Rop 18 from the piece of 14” Rop held in the vise and
remove the Rop 18 from the ABUTMENT 20.

Insert the new Rop 18 in the ABUTMENT 20 and assemble
the SprinG Boxin the reverse of the order given above for

taking apart.
There are two SprinGs in this SprinG Box. Both of these

SPRINGS act when ejecting material from the Motp, but only
the inner SPRING acts when drawing the Mop BLaDE to the
left for sizing.

Spring Box Adjustment
Loosen the

Ence
Nour 9 (Fig. 11) and bring the ApyusTING

Nur 10 just to a bearing on the Sprinc ABurMenr 14.

Tighten the Tee Nut 9 and test to be sure the adjustment
holds. There must be no looseness nor must there be any

the MACHINE is in position of rest with no compression either
on the sizing or ejecting SPRING.

Spring-box Rod Adjustment
Have the Macuine set for casting a nine-pica stroke with

the No. 3 PackING PiEcE to the left of the MoLp Bask as

for casting non-fusion. Loosen the Lock Nur 8 (Fig. 11) and
turn the Rop 18 by means of its two Nuts 9 and 10 in or

out of the Socket 7 to equalize the compression on each end
of the stroke. Tighten the Lock Nut 8 and test to see that
the adjustment holds. At shorter casting strokes this com-

pression will not be the same on sizing and ejection, but
must be equal at the maximum stroke of nine picas.

eee eee
CALCULATING-SCALE CYLINDER

Operating Rod Adjustment
Have the Locxinc Lever 2 (Fig. 12) unlocked (turned

down as shown) so that the PawLs may feed the

eeHave the MACHINE turned so that the OPERATING Rop 3
is at the upper end ofits stroke with the shoulder in the Rop
against the inner corner of the M

7
Sranp 15 under pressure

from the SprinG 11 (Fig. 13). Loosen the Lock Nur 29

(Fig. 12), take out the Pin 27 and adjust the Evr 28 turning
it on or offthe Rop 30, so that, when the Macutne is turned

over, the RaTcHET 21 on the CYLINDER Sart is moved far
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enough by its Ferp Pawt 20 that the Derent Paw will

drop safely into the next tooth. Tighten the Lock Nur 29.

Turn the Macutne until the Rop 13 (Fig. 13) is at the

lower end of its stroke and adjust the Nuts 12 on the lower

end of the Rop 13 so that the Ferp Paw 20 (Fig. 12) will

drop into the same tooth on the Rarcnet 21 as the DETENT

PawL, with a little extra movement for safety. These two

settings can be told by watching the tails of the PAWLs, as

the ends of the Pawis which engage the RATCHET are covered.

Automatic Pawl Release

Object: To

ise
the RatcHet Pawts 20 (Fig. 12) on a

non-faon s

Rotate Me:CALCULATINGCYLINDER 18 (Fig. 14) toward

the rear to its No. 1 position and lock it with Lockinc PIN

9 (Fig. 15). This
pelswing the Gac BLocxk 30 down out of

the way of the M LADE. Turn the MACHINE until the

Motp BLADE is peasand stops against the stop on the

Mo tp.

Caution: For this oiiuscneny
the MoL_p BLADE must not

be
sone by the Gac BLock

Loosen the Lock Nut 7 (Fii 12)and adjust the Screw

6at he rear end of the RATCHET-PAWL TRIP LEVER 5 so that

the PAwLs will be lifted out from the RatcuEt 21 and permit
the RATCHET 21 and its SHAFT to rotate in reverse direction

to its No. 1 position under its own spring tension.

See ae
SINGLE CAST, NON-FUSION

Rotate the CALCULATING CYLINDER 18 (Fig. 14) toward

the rear (away from you) as far as it will go. As it reaches

the No. 1 position it will swing the Gac BLock 30 (Fig. 15)
down out of the way against SprinG 17 pressure. This extra

spring pressure at this point is a check to be sure the right

position is reached. Lock the CYLINDER in this position with

its Lock Pin 9 and keep the Ratcuet Pawts 20 (Fig. 12)
locked out with their Lockinc Lever 2 turned forward (op-
posite to the positionshown in Fig. 1

Caution: It is possible to revolve the Cyztnper more than

a complete revolution toward the front, so that the No. 1

position might be reached in the wrong direction, but it then

would not hold out the Gac Bock 30 (Fig. 15) nor give non-

fusion in that position. Always be sure to rotate the cylinder
away from you until the Gac BLock 30 moves down.
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MICROMETER-WEDGE SCREW

Adjust the Nuts 2 and 3 (Fig. 17) so that Screw 13 is

lust
free to turn on Rop1, but without any up and down

play. This may best be done} by screwing down Nut 3 until
Screw 13 is locked fast; then back off Nut 3 a part of a turn
so that Screw 13is just free. Lock the Nut 3 with its Lock
Nur 2 and test Screw 13 again to see that this has not

changed the adjustment.
If there is to much play between these parts it will tend

to.cause variation in the length of casts as well as occasioning
extra wear.

——

USE OF PACKING PIECES

There are five PackinG Pieces for use at the left of the
Mo tp Base to shift the location of the Morn cavity in re-

lation to the Nozze opening. These PACKING PIECES are

numbered 0, 4, 1, 2%, and 3, and are used according to the

productbeingcast.

PACKING PIECES USED FOR TYPE

AND NON-FUSION SPACING

PACKING SET S1zE MINIMUM
PIECE In Points CastING Cavity

0 6 to 24 0

% 25 to! 33 6 Points
1 34 to 45 12 Points

2% 46 to 60 30 Points
3 61 to 108 36 Points

The No. 0 PAckinG PiEcE assembly 1 to 4 (Fig. 16) ueplaced at the left of the MoLp Base 33, places the Morn ir
its normal position—that is, with the MoLp in this position,the MoLp BLADE may be moved to the right until it comes

nearly in contact with the Cross BLock 16, leaving .040”
minimum casting cavity (.027” for 14 and 18 pt. GC1 Motps)
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between the Cross Brock 16 and the Mop Biape 7. With
e BLADE in this position, the zero reference mark on the

VeRTICAL Pica Gace 12 (Fig. 17) Gwhich moves up and
down with the GRADUATED WHEEL) is opposite the zero on

the ScaLE 11 beside it. This position is the extreme right
position of the Motp BLaDE with the zero

me
on the

GRADUATED WHEEL 5 opposite its reference

The No. 0 Packinc Piece 1 (Fig. 16) has a Nee 3 with
Steps on it and an ABUTMENT 4 which is used when casting
the smaller set-sizes to adjust the position of the Stop PLATE

13, the object being to always keep the Motp CLosuRE open-

ing within the body of the type; that is, the right end of Stor
PLATE 13 should be just inside the Morb opening as this pre-
vents the cast of metal from striking the under side of the
Mo tp Brave 7. The WEDGE has six positions with 3

ponedifference between the steps, allowing a total poseschange
of 15 points. As the set-size is made smaller r, the WEDGE
must be pushed further in. Examine the foot a“thetype
cast to see that the Stop PLATE 13 is correctly located for
the set-size being cast.

If the setting on the VERTICAL Pica GaGE 12 (Fig. 17) is
left the same; that is, with the zero on the VERTICAL Pica
GaGE 12 opposite the zero on the SCALE 11 beside it, and the
No. 4% PackIne

eee
is put in place of the No. 0 PackInG

Piece, the Motp will be moved 6 points to the right, aathe No. 4%PecansPIECE is 6 points thinner than the
PackING Piece. This, of course, moves the Cross eer6

pointsto the right, and since the BLADE remains stationary,
a casting cavity of 6 points is formed. The BLADE cannot be
moved any further to the right, therefore, this 6-points casting
cavity is the smallest cavity that can be formed using the
No. % Se

PIECE.

The 1 Pacxine Piece is 12 points cannes
than the

No. 0 Drecne
BESS

therefore with this PACKING PIECE in

place of the No. 0 and the zero oppositea zero on the
VERTICAL PICA oe 12, the MoLp is moved 12 points to

the right and leaves a minimum casting cavity of 12 points.

Similarly the other two Pacxinc Pieces No. 21%, and
o. 3, are

espeeuvely30 and 36 points thinner than the
No. 0 PackinG Prince and, therefore, the smallest casting
cavitiesfor

¢

tee PACKING Pieces are respectively 30 and 36

points. Thus the numbering of the PackinG PIEcrs maybe
considered to indicate picas and to represent the minimum
set-size body cast with it
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The most commonlyused PACKING PIECES are No. 0, No.

1, No. 3. In view of this
a

reference marks have beeen

placed at 1 and 3, as well as at zero, on the VERTICAL Pica

GacE 12 so that ‘withanyone of these Packine Preces in

place at the left of the Mop Bass, the corresponding refer-

ence mark may be used in place of the zero reference mark

and the set-size in picas and points, as read from the‘‘Table
of Type Sizes,’’ may be set directly opposite this eae
mark on the VERTICALPica GAGE.

The less frequently used PackinG Pieces do not have

reference marks on the VERTICAL Pica GAGE 12 simply gavoid confusion which would be caused by putting any mo’

numbers in the small amount of space available. When hess
PackING Pinces are used, however, it is very easy to deter-

mine the setting if the operator has read the previous instruc-

tions carefully and understands just what happens when
PACKING PiEcEsare changed. For example, if the 44 PACKING

PIECE is in place, the smallest casting cavity possible is-6

points, and that occurs when the zero on the VERTICAL PIca
GAGE 12 is opposite the zero on the SCALE 11 beside it.

Therefore, with this PACKING PIECE in place, 6 points
the set-size of any type cast is taken care of by the PAck-

ING Piece itself. To cast type, then,ers
the sizein points

from the matrix; refer to the ‘“Table of Type Sizes’ and

change this size to picas and points; eect the 6 points
(% pee

which is taken care of by the PAcKING PrEcE No.

1, from this size in picas taken from the ‘Table of Type
Sizes” and set the zero reference mark on the VERTICAL Pica

Gace 12 opposite this remainder (that is, the difference be-

tween the size taken from the ‘‘Table of Type Sizes”’ and the

Y%pica due to the presence of the PAcKING PrecE No. Y).
THE MICROMETER-WEDGE WHEEL 5 (Fig. 17), which is

graduated in picas and fractions of a pica, must be checked

to see that it reads correctly. This adjustment corresponds
to finding the quad size on ComposiNnG MACHINES. Remember

WHEEL 5 is a gage, not a handle—Kwop 4 is the handle.

With the No. 3 PackinG Piece in the MacuIne set the No.

3:on GaGE 12 opposite the No. 6 on the ScALE 11 and have

the zero mark on the WHEEL 5 opposite the line on the top
of the VerticaL Pica Gace 12. Cast a few non-fusion pieces.
These should be exactly 6 picas long. Measure these with a

micrometer and if they do not measure correctly, move the

WHEEL 5 up or down until these pieces are exactly the correct

size. When the correct size has been found, screw in to an

easy bearing the LOCKING Sern 7 (Fig. 17)on the side of
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the MicRoMETER WEDGE STAND 8 to make sure the WEDGE
10 will not change position. Loosen Screw 19 which fastens
WHEEL 5 to the MICROMETER-WEDGE Screw 13 and turn

the WHEEL 5 (holdingKwos 4 to keep Screw 13 from turn-

ing) until its zero is opposite the reference mark at 6 picas.
Tighten Screw 19 lightly, but be very careful not to make it
too tight or it will crack the WHEEL 5. The WHEEL 5 is now

set correctly and will stay that way. This should be checked,
however, from time to time when the MoLp or PackinG
Pigce is changed, to make sure nothinghas loosened the
Screw 19 and changed the settin:

Do not use WHEEL 5 for turning Scerea)
13 when changing

settings, but turn it by means of Kno

FUSION

For fusion material always use the No. 3 Packing Piece at

the left of the Motp Base 33 (Fig. 16) and read the pica
length of each cast on the ScaLe 11 (Fig. 17), opposite the

o. 1 graduation on the VERTICAL Pica GAGE 12. (Note par-

ticularly that the No. 1 graduation is used in setting for
fusion material.

All of the casts on a strip of fusion material are the same

length (setways) except the first cast which is always two

picas more than the others. For example, if approximately
six-pica cast is used on all except the first cast, then the

first cast will be approximately eight picas.The exact length
of cast is determined by the length of strip desired and the
number of casts used to makeit. This casting length is ob-
tained by setting the GeivuiieWHEEL 5 (Fig. 17) of the
Ve

OMPIEEWEDGE ScrEW 13 (turning it by means of
Knos 4) according to figures read from the CyLInpRICAL
Seat 18 (Fig. 14) after determining the number of casts to

be made for the strip desired.

Example: Wanted: A strip of material 9314 picas long.
Since the first cast is two picas longer than each of the ot!ther
casts, subtract 2 from the 9314 picas (93144—2=9114). Since
we use approximately a 6-pica stroke, divide this remainder
of 9144 by 6 to get the number of

re mee
will be 15

with 114 picas leftover (91144+6=15 with114 remainder.)
This remainder must be changed from os to points per
cast; that is, we must find how many points must be added
to each cast to add 144 picas to the length of strip in 15
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casts. This is all automatically calculated by using the Cy-
LINDRICAL SCALE 18. Revolve the CytinpRIcaL SCALE 18

(Fig. 14) to 15 and lock it with the Lock Pin 9 (Fig. 15).
Look along the Stationary HorizonTav SCALE 23 (Fig. 14)
for 144. Read the number on the CyLInpRICAL SCALE 18

directly over the figure 114 on the STATIONARYean 23.
In this case it is 13’. That means that 134 points must be

as per cast to make up the 14% picas on the full eet
stri

Tapes!the CLAMPING Knop 6 (Fig. 17). Turn the Grap-
UATED WHEEL 5 until the figure 1 on the VERTICAL Pica
GaGE 12 is opposite the figure 6 on the ScaLE 11 beside it

(remember on fusion material the figure 1 is used instead of
zero on the VERTICAL Pica SCALE 12) and then by means of
Kwnos 4 turn the WHEEL 5 further to increase the stroke,
until 13%on the graduated rim of the WHEEL 5 comes to its
zero reference mark and tighten the CLAMPING KNoB 6 lightly.

When the first strip is cast, measure it with a standard pica
gage to check the length. If the strip should be a little long
or a little short, the difference can be made up by use of the

CYLINDRICALSCALE18 (Fig. 14) and the GRADUATED WHEEL
5 (Fig. 17).By means of the CyLinpRIcaL SCALE 18 (Fig. 14)
the amount under or over that the length of strip cast varies
from the desired length may be changed from picas to points
per cast (as we didin the case of the 1}4picas above). The
number of points per cast determined in this way can then

e added or subtracted by means of screwing up or down,
respectively, on the GRADUATED WHEEL 5, (Fig. 17) as the
case ma

All the calculatingfor this setting is done by the CyLIn-
DRICAL SCALE 18 (Fig. 14) with the exception of subtracting
2 from the total length of the strip and dividing the remain-
der by the approximate length of cast to be used. In this
illustration we used 6 as the approximate length of cast, but

5% or 5 or even 4 could have been used if a shorter stroke
was desire

See “TABLEor Macutnn Srrrincs FoR Fusion Ma-
TERIAL CasTING”’ on back of ‘“TABLE or TyPE Sizes” Giant
Caster.

ae eae
STOP PLATE

The several PACKING Pi&cEs through their effect in vary-

ing the location of the casting cavity of the MoLp cause a
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change in the position of the Stop Pirate 13 (Fig. 16) in
relation to the Cross BLock 16 and unless care is exercised
to use the proper PACKING

Lae
a condition may be brought

about whereby the end of the MoLp BLADE 7 in casting
position will Cuielapthe end tf the Stop PLare 13. Be sure

the right end of the Stop PLaTeE 13is never to the left of the

right end of the MoLp BLADE 7 when the Motp BLaDE is in

casting position, for
is

it should be, the incoming metal from
the NozzLe woul the lower corner of the MoLp BLADE

and not only give ae type, but also might raise the BLADE

and force metal beneath it, thereby causing trouble. (For
proper PACKING PIEcEs, see table on page 44.)

oe

CLOSURE

The rear Guipr PLATE 28 (Fig. 16) is marked near the

right end with three lines oubcledO, F, and L. The right
end of the top tongue on the CLosurE 29 is the index or

geicusticenone
for setting ite CLosureE to these lines.

s the CLosuRE 29 flush with the Cross BLock

16 en No.0 PackInG PIECEis used at the left of the MoLp

BasE 33. When other PACKING PIECES are used, the O setting
of the CLosurE brings the CLosurReE to the left of the Cross

Biock 16 by the amount of picas marked on the PACKING

PIECE.

F, locates the left end of the CLosurE 29 two picas to the

leftof the Cross Bock when No. 3 PACKING neeis used

at the left of the Mop B:

L, locates the CLosuRE 29 with 32” bearing on the NozzLe

Seat regardless of the PACKING Pirce used.
pee

is the limit—

do not open the CLosureE further than this
The proper position of the left end of the Cane 29 (Fig.

16) relative to the left face of the Cross BLock 16 when the

CLosuRE 29is all the way open at the right end of the stroke

depends on the set-size of the material being cast and whether
fusion or non-fusion. For non-fusion material, the left end of
the CLosurE 29 should never come to the rightof the left face

of the Cross BLock 16, that is, never open the CLosurE 29

beyond the mark O. For very small set-sizes the left end of

the CLosuRE may come almost flush with the left face of the
Cross BLock (open to mark O), while for larger set-sizes

the left end of the CLosurE will need to stop further to the

left, away from the left face of the Cross BLock to get the
best results. This may be determined by trial.
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For fusion material the left end of the CLosurE 29 when

all the way open must never be less than two picas (mark F)
to the left of the left Hace

of the Cross BLock 16. This is

because the left en the first cast, when pushed to the

right and clamped ae the Cross BLock16 is two picas to

the left of the left face of the Cross BLocxk 16, and the CLo-

SURE OPENING must not extend

uncemegt
the left end of

this cast. Each subsequent cast comes to the same position
as the first with the exception of the ceecast, which is pushed

complypast the Cross BLock 16.
: Bear in mind that changing the PACKING PIECE

at ae‘eftof the Motp Base changes the relation of the

CLosuRE 29 to the Cross BLock 16. Always check the set-

ting of the CLosureE relative to the Cross BLtock when

changing PackINnG Pieces or when changing Mo xps.

a

CLOSURE OPENING

First check to be sure the CLosuRE at its extreme right
setting is not locked solid, as this would put a strain on the

arts and wear the CLosuRE Cam. Loosen Nut 12 (Fig. aee back off Rop 13 about half an inch or more. Adjust Nu1

7 (Fig. 18) and lock it with its Lock Nut 9 so that with he
Crosure at the right end of its stroke the edge of the refer-
ence shoulder on the CLOSURE comes opposite line L on the

rear GUIDE PLATE. This is the right hand limit for stroke

on the CLosure. With the parts in this position test the BELL

Crank 5 (Fig. 19) to be sure its right arm is not binding
againstanescanting

to the front of it. Screw the Nur 12 on

the Rop s far as it will go, until it comes against the

shoulder on aeRop. Now screw Rop 13 in the casting until

it comes up solid against the Nut, back it off one turn and

lock it with its Lock Nur 12.

aving once made the above check it need not be made

again unless the setting of Rop 13 is broken as has to be

when cleaning a Mo_p CLosure (Page 35) without

taking the Mop from the Macuine. In this case the Rop

13 must be adjusted as described, with the CLosuRE at its

L setting.
The position of the CLosuRE opening must be adjusted

each time to suit the product to be cast. This is done by
means of Apjustinc Nut 7 (Fig.18). Screw this Nut 7 in

or out onRov35 until the C LOSUREopens to the desired posi-
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tion. Lock the Nur 7 with its Lock Nur 9. The positions
O, F, and L are given as relative settings, but intermediate

settings may be used when they bring better results. In gen-

eral, when casting type or non-fusion material, the wider the

set-size being cast the further the CLosurRE should be opened,
but never so far that the left end of the CLosureE will come

under the Cross BLock—for the stream of metal must never

be allowed to strike the under side of the Cross Bock. For

example, when the No. 0 PackiNG PIEcE is used the CLo-

SURE must always be set at the O position and never opened
any wider, as this is the limit when that PACKING PIECE is

used; but when smaller PACKING PIEczs are used, so that the

Mo _pis positioned further to the right in relation to the

CLosurE, then the CLosurE may be opened wider in pro-

portion.
face ees

CLOSURE-CAM-LEVER BUFFER

Before making this adjustment, make sure that the BUFFER

34 (Fig. 18) and the SLEEVE 35 in back of it are approxi-
mately in the center of the threaded portion of Rop 37 in

the rear. This is just an approximate setting and may re-

quire changing a little to get the best adjustment on the

Rop 37.

Loosen the Lock Nur 10 (Fig. 18) and turn the Rop 37

into or out from its EvE 11 so that when LEATHER BUFFER

34 is against the face of the GALLEY CastiING 39, the SHOE

50 on the lower end of the Cam LEVER 46 is about 1%”away
from the low part of the Cam 21. Tighten the Lock Nut 10

and test to see that the adjustment holds. Be sure the Lock

Nuts 10 and 36 are tight and that they stay tight. They
should be checked from time to time as there is a tendency
for them to work loose.

When the MACHINE is to run idle, pull the CLosurRE-cAM
LEVER 46 (Fig. 18) forward by hand and put a piece of ma-

terial (for example a 36-point quad) between the LEATHER

BurFer 34 and the face of the CasTING 39 to hold the upper
end of LEVER 46 forward. This prevents the CLosurE 29

(Fig. 16) operating while running idle and saves wear on the

ends of the CLosurE 29 and Srop PLate 13. Do not forget
to take this packing out before starting to cast or the jet will
not be cut off properly.
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BRIDGE

Length of Operating Rod

Preliminary to this adjustment it is necessary to make
sure that the PINION 27 (Fig. 20) is in the correct tooth in
the Rack 30. To do this, set the two Nuts 31 and 33 on the
rear BRIDGE Support 36 so that the center of the horizontal
PIN 32 through which the rear BRIDGE Support 36 goes will
be 84” above the BASE. This will make the Brince 14 level.

When the BrincE 14 (Fig. 20) is in this position, the Rack
30 should be in a tooth in the Pryton such that the distance
from the center of the Pry 26 to the CastInG enclosingthe
PINION is from 3%” to 34” when the Rack 30 is pushed all
the way to the rear with the

ee ncoaing
the Matrix to

seatfirmlyon the Mo rp. If the R. 0is not in this tooth,
remove the GuarD 29, take out theRaceand turn the PIN-
10N 27 with the fingerso that when the Rack and Psicyare meshed there-will be this 54” to 3g” between the Cas
and center of Pry 26 when the Rack 30 is pushed all ae oy
to the rear

wieausfingers, causing the MATRIX to seat

firmly on the

If the Mac is equipped with a Guarp 29 (Fig. 20)
over the rear en the Rack 30 this Guarp 29 must be un-

screwed and aoe off before the finger can be inserted
through the hole in the rear to turn the Pryron 27 to the
desired tooth.

Turn the MacuiIne until the Matrix seats on the Mop.
RopAdjust the length of 11 (Fig. 20) by Cae

it in or

out of the Eve 1 until

Ener
is approximately zy” to 7”

compression on the Mar The amount of compression
can be estimated by the Heine the rear face of the ABuT-
MENT 6 at the front end of the SPRING moves out from under
the SureLp 10. It is about flush with the SHreLp 10 at the
forward end of the stroke and should project about 2,” at
the rear end of this stroke.

When the Rack 30 (Fig. aebeebeen once set in the cor-

rect tooth in the PINIoN 27, the Rop 11 adjusted as

described above, these settings readnever be changed. Any
further adjustment of the Matrix SEatinG may be made by
adjusting the Nurs 31 and 33 on the rear BripGe SUPPORT
36 in such a position that 35” compression will be shown on

wiefront end of Rop 11 whenthe Marrrx has seated on the
Mo tp.
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‘o avoid changing the mesh of the Pinion 27 and Rack

30, care should be taken to prevent the RAck 30 from slipping
out when the BripGE 14 is swung over to the front, as when

changing a Mop. This can be done by resting the thumb on

the Rack 30 when moving the BripceE 14.

on

CLAMPING LEVER

The object of this adjustment is to release the product
while beingpushedfrom the Mop and to clamp the product

tCCast.

Loosen the
poeeAue

A1 (Fig. 18) andremove the pin
from the Eve 42. Turn the Eve 42 on or off the Rop 40

until the Rop 40is of ach a length aneoes the PIN is

replaced in the Eve and the Macurne is turned over, the

front end of the TyPpE-cLAMP LEVER 1 will be raised about

1" on the upstroke of the 0, and on the downstroke

of the Rop 40, there shall be about #;” clearance between

the Hrap 30 and the LEVER 1. siete the Lock Nut 41

and test to see that the adjustment holds.

es

CLUTCH OPERATING ROD

The object of this adjustment is to insure

ee
the CLUTCH

will engage properly with no binding of the

emove the PIN 3 (Fig. a
and loosen the weeNuts 1

and 10. By turning Rop9 in left-hand rotation to lengthen
it or in right- hand ean to shorten it, make its length
such that when the CLurTcH is all the way in, the hole in the

Eve 2 will just line up with the hole in Lever 4. Slip in the

Prin 3 and

eee
the Lock Nuts 1 and 10 and see that the

adjustment ho

Caution: Boesure that the CLutcu is all the way in for this

adjustment.
=o

MOLD BASE AND MOLD

Mold Base or Nozzle Seat Assembly on the Machine

It is not often necessary to take the Motp Base apart for

cleaning and readjustment. When this is found to be neces-

sary proceed as follows:
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TAKING APART

Take off the two ABUTMENT PI
ATES

32 (Fig. 16) and one

Camp 30 in the back. Take out all screws from the top of

the CLosuRE GuIDE PLatEs 28 cer34, Slide Guipe PLATE

28 off to the rear. Remove CLosure 29 and remove Stop

PLATE 13, by sliding them off to the rear. Take off GuIDE

Ee
LaTE 34, Take out the Nozzir Smart 35. Clean all parts

efully, being sure they are free from particles of metal as

sal as from dirt.

ASSEMBLY

Replace the NozzLe Srat 35 (Fiig. 16) and test it by seeing
that the PLATE 34 will slide over it without interference. If

the NozzLe Seat interferes with the PLATE 34 it shows either

that there is dirt under the NozzLr Seat, or -that possibly
the Screws in the NozzLE-SEAT SHIELD underneathmay be

drawn up too tightly, thus holding the NozzLz Seat up out

of place.
Put on the front Guipe PLATE 34 and tighten its SCREWS

while holding the GuibE PLATE 34 tightly against the front

edge of the BAsE PLate 33. Be sure PLATE34 does not over-

hang the left end of the Base PLare

se
Put in the Stop

Pate 13. Put on the rear Guipe PLatr 28 and bring it up

against the Stop Piate 13, holding z forward with the

fingers while bringing its screws just to bearing. Be sure this

PLATE 28 does not overhang the BAsE 33 at the left end.

Bring the rear CLAMP 30 up to peau against the GUIDE

PLATE "28.Test to see that the Stop PLarr 13 can just be

moved, but is not loose. Use the bronze cleaning rod for

moving the Stor PLatE 13, as it is not possible to get hold

of it with the fingers. It must be without shake, but not

clamped too hard. Test with the Cross BLOock 16 to see that

pi rear GUIDE PLATE 28is not catedabove the front GUIDE

PLATE3:

Slidethe Srop PLate 13 out the left end and, without

reversing it, slide its left end into the right end of the open-

ing between the Gume PLates 28 and 34 to see w ee
this opening is the same size at both ends. This test must be

made with the Srop PLaTE 13 and not the CLosuRE 29 since

the CLosurE 29 is of slightly different size from the Srop

PLATE 13.

Put in the CLosure 29 and see that it is a free fit with not

over .002” shake. Put on the two ABUTMENT PLATES 32 at

the rear. These must be removed again when putting a MoLp
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on the Base or when taking it off when the Base is on the

Macuing, but it is best to have them in place at the present
e.

Molds to be Reassembled

When a new or repaired MoLp is

sed
from the factory

it must be removed from its wood shipping block, taken

apart, and reassembled on a regular Moip Bast beforebeing
put in place on the Macuinr. A Morn should never be used
as it comes from the factory until it hesthus been readjusted
because shipment on this wood shipping block permits the
parts to get out of adjustment.

Assembly of Mold at the Bench

Put the rear BotstER 25 (Fig. 16) on the Motp Base 33
and push it back against the two ABUTMENT PLATES 32 on

the Base 33 at the rear. Put two Botts down through
BOoLsTER 25 from the top into either set of holes in the BASE,
and bring them down to bearing with the fingers. Make sure

the BoLsTER 25 is up tight against the two ABUTMBNTPLATES
32 on the BAsE 33 and tighten the Botts.

Clean the SQUARING PLATE 5 (Fig. 16) and the left
ondof the rear BoLsTER 25 and bolt the SQUARING PLATE 5 i

position against the left end
oewe

rear BOLSTER 52. ae
fully clean the rear TyPE Bock 26 all over and put it in

position against the rear ee 25, with the left end of
the Tyre BLock 26 firmly against the SQUARING PLATE 5.
Select the desired BLADE 7, that is, high or low and correct

point size. Clean it and put it, assembledwith its Cork, in

place against the rear Type BLock 26.

Clean and put in place the front. Tyre Biock 14 (Fig. 16)
then the front BotsTER 15. Put in the Borrs from the SQuaR-
ING PLATE 5 to the front BoLsTER and bring them just up

Caution:Any dirt between the SquARING PLATE 5 (Fig.16)
and the left end of the front Type BLock 14 will cause dam-

age to the Cross BLock 16 because the left rear

os
ner of the

Cross BLock will strike the right end of the t TYPE
Brock 14 after the MoLpD is completely ene

Caution: Dirt or particles of metal between either the front
Bowser 15 or rear BOLSTER 25 and the SQUARING PLATE 5
will affect the alignment, or squareness of the type charac-
ters on their bod

ut two Botts down from the top through the front Bot-
sTER 15 (Fig. 16) and bring them to bearing with the fingers.
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Have the right end of

eeoe
ADE flush with the right end of

the Cores, when the are

pushed to the right. Put one

thickness of a good dontiss es
paper<outop of the Motp

D. This will be approximately .0015”. If no suitable

paper iis available put a drop of rule mold oil on top of the
€ each end of the Point Biock 6 will come. The

paper,no ever, is preferable as it will insure exact clearance.
If a LADE has been selected, put the low Cross

Biock,* which is the same height as thelow BLADE, in place
while fitting the Cap. Put the MoLp-BLapE Cap in place
on top of the Motp BLADE and low Cross BLock, with a

piece of tissue paper not over .0015” thick between the BLADE

and Cap to provide clearance.

eC
This Cap is a ground fit and care should be taken

t to damage its corners or edges, otherwise metal will get
inbee een the Cap and the Cross BLocx and trouble will

follow

When the Cap is used, the tissue paper is put on top of
the BLADE 7 (Fig. 16) NOT between the Cap and the Point
BLock 6

The same Pornt BLock 6 is used with either high or low
BLADE. Have the Point Biock 6 clean

and
slide it down in

place between the Type BLocks 14 and 2

Put in three horizontal through Botts on the rear, with
DIsTANCE SEPARATOR 27 (Fig.“16)and Type CLamp 31 on

the right hand Bott between the BorsTers, and on the front
of this Bout in front of the BoLsteR 15 the piece of tubing
furnished to take the place of the TyPE-CLAMP-LEVER STAND
19 which will be

appie pee
Put the

Me
and Nurs

on these three Bou d bring the up to bearing.
Tighten the nan inathe SEumaNe ee 5 (Fig. 16).

Tap lightly down and to the left with a small pig of type
metal against the Point BLock 6 and Typr BLocxs 14 and

26 to be sure they are down on the Basr 33 and squarely
against the SQUARING PLATE 5 at the left. These must be

tapped lightly and worked over to the left gradually. Go over

them in turn and do not drive hard enough to jar one out

of Bace
when

tapping
the next. Tighten the three horizontal

through Botts from rear to front and then tighten the top
Botts in the frontBotster 15. Loosen the through BoLts
and retighten them. Never tap MoLp-BLADE Cap.

*Nole:

a
the Macutne is equipped with the old style Car and has only one Cross

Bree
K, follow

er same
directions as above. The Salesaitietenc:

is that the top of the

Cap int lcome flush with the top of the( BLock, not fit overit. If this

style Cap is i te gure it is over tothelelt firmly ae ningtthe SQUARING PLATE so that

it will not strike on the Cross BLocK at the right end,
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Slide the BLApE 7 (Fig. 16) out of the MoLp and remove

the tissue paper, thus leaving a slight clearance between the

Be
ADE 7 and the Point Biock 6. Be sure all the paper is re-

ved.Theninsert the BLADE 7
aon au

put the Mo.p-

BLADEStop 12 on the left end of the

Caution: Be sure the Lucs on the ueBeiof the Motp-

BLADE Cores 10 and 11 are placed between the Stop 12 an

the Motp Base 33 or breakage will occur.

The Cross-BLock SHOE 17 (Fig. 16) should never be

loosened. If it works loose, readjust this SHOE 17 in relation

to the front Type CLAMP 31 to permit the proper amount of
movement to the Type CLampe. The front BOLSTER 15 must

be off the MAcHINE when making this adjustment. Turn the

Bouster 15 upside down and hold the Type CLAMP 31 in its

eelar position against the rear side of the front BOLSTER

tS the end which does the clamping projecting into its

recess in the side of the CRoss-BLocK SHOE 17. Push the
SHOE 17 to the rear until the front side of this recess just
touchestheType CLAmp 31. This will bring the front edge
of the recess in the SHOE 17 in line with the rear surface of
the front BotstEeR 15. The SHOEis to be clamped in this

positionby tightening its ScREws. Be sure after it is clamped
in this manner that the front edge of the recess in the oaee
does not project beyond the rear face of the BoLster. This

can be tested by sliding the Type CLamp along the face of

the Botster until its end enters this recess in the SHOE

and if it slides in freely without striking, it is evidence that

the SHOE is not too far to the rear. If the SHOE is not ad-

justed in this manner, but is permitted to project to the rear,

it will be struck by the Mo p Bape. If it is adjusted too

far to the front, it will not permit proper movement to the

Typr Cramp and the Type CLAMP cannot perform its proper
function of holding the type after it is ejected from the

Mo LD.

Remove all four Botts 46 and 47 (Fig. 20) from the top
of the Botstrrers. Clean and put on the BRACKET38. Put in

and tighten its Screws. Two from the top, one from the

front, and a hexhead Bott from the left. If it is known what

material is to be cast, the proper MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER

16 can be put into the Bracket 38 before positioning it as

above. If a steel blank Marrrx for high or low base material

is used it must be placed in the CARRIER 16 before placing
CaRRIER 16 in its BRACKET 38.

When changing a MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER 16 (Fig. 20)
and 24 (Fig. 16) or taking it off for cleaning when the MoLp
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is on the Macuine, do not remove the complete BRACKET

23, but take off the PLATE 22 from the Bracke? 23 as this

does not disturb the setting of the BRACKET 23 itself.

Slide the Cross BLock 16 (Fig. 16) gently into position
and see that it goes in without touching the front TyPE

Brock 14 or the Moup-BLapp Cap for low material. Put

the temporary HoLpING SCREW
con through the front

Bo.steER 15

ae
the Cross Bock 1

This Sc st be removed ae the MoLp is put on
the MAcHINE ae before the MACHINE is turned over. It is

used only to keep the Cross BLock 16 from falling out while

placing the Motp on the MAcHINE,

Putting a Mold Base on the Machine

When Bee a Motp Base 33 (Fig. 16) on a MACHINE

or when taking one off, always pull forward the CLosuRE-

cam LEVER 46.“Big.18) and put a piece of material, for ex-

ample a 36-point quad, between the LEATHER BUFFER 34

and the face of the CastINc 39 that this LEATHER BUFFER

34 strikes against. This prevents the movement of the CLo-

suRE 29 (Fig. 16) until the parts are ready to operate and

ie pr aes damage to the CLosurE 29 and other parts of

e Moxp Bass 33. Be sure to take out this piece of material

ee starting to cast.

When applying a new Mop Base for the first time see

that the NozzLe-srAT SHIELD does not interfere with the

Marin Stanp when the front bolts to the MoLD BAsE are

tightened.
To put the Motp BAsE AssEMBLY on the MACHINE, atloosen the GALLEY PLATE and slide it about one inch to

right to get at the CLOSURE oat Tt4 (Fig. 19).PickafheMo p Bask AssEMBLY and lower it into position to clear

the NozzLE-sEAT SHIELD, lowering it slowly while
engagingthe CLosurRE 29 (Fig. 16)with its een 4 (Fig.

the MoLp BasE 33 (Fig. 16) is lowered into position. Puttin

and tighten the four bolts from the top and the two from

the front.

Putting Mold Unit on the Machine

Turn the Macurne over until the Heap 19 (Fig. 20) is ANthe way to the front and the OPERATING BAR 19 (Fig.14)
has just started on its stroke to the right (about 7”). Take

off the rear

pues
Support 36 (Fig. 20) and the ABUTMENT

PLATES 32 (Fig. 16). Be sure the bottom of the MoLp and

the top of the Bask are perfectly clean. Pick up the Moip
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with the right hand under the BLApE to keep it from falling
out. Be sure the Screw holding the Cross BLocK 16 is in

place to keep the Cross BLock from falling. Slide the MoLp
a its Base from the rear and engage the left end of the
Motp Biapr 7 oan its OPERATING Bar 19 (Fig. 14).

Caution: Do not turn the MACHINE over until the ABur-
MENT PLATES 32 (Fig. 16) are put on the rear of the MoLp

Bast, the Cross BLock 16 coupled and the Cross-BLOcK
HoLprnc ScrEW removed, or serious damage to the MoL_p
will result. Replace the ABUTMENTPLAtes 32 (Fig. 16) and

couple the Cross BLock 16 after removing its HOLDING
ScREW.

Determine whether fusion or non-fusion material is to be

cast, then decide the approximate set-size which will first be
cast. This determines the proper PACKING PIECE to be used
at the left of the MoLp (see page 44).

Cross Block

Turn the Cotiars 23 (Fig. 20) on the TuBE 22 so that
when the Cross Biock 49 is all the way forward the rear

end of the Cross BLockwill clear the front side of the MoLp
BLADE by #5” to 7”.

Lock the eae Cottars 23 (Fig. 20) together, using the pin
wrenches 8162.On low Cross BLocks aline has been etched—

open to this line.

Turn the Macuine only far enough to bring the Cross
BLock to the front of its stroke to test this setting, but not

enough to move the Motp Bape to the right until this set-

ting is completed. Put on the rear BRIDGE SupPPorT 36 (Fig.20). This is important as it will protect the operator’s
hand in case the BRIDGE 14 swings down when the MAcHINE
is turned over.

Push the Motp to the right and to the rear by hand. Then
turn the MACHINE over, so that the Cross BLock 49 (Fig.
20)wil

hold the MoL_p backagainst the ABUTMENT PLATES

g. 16) and at the same time hold the Mop to the right,
by ee against the PACKING Pi&EcE at the left of the Mop.

Bring uup to bearing the five Botts 46 and 47 (Fig. 20)
throughthe Motp to the Basr, then tighten them. Couple
the WATER PIPEs.

Put in the TypE-cLAMP Pusuer 18 (Fig. 16). Remove the

temporary piece of tubing from the front of the long,right,through BoLr

aopga
on the TYPE-CLAMP LEVER 20 (

and its Stanp 1
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Swing the BRrmpcE 14 (Fig. 20)ne positionand put the

Nur 31 on top of the rear Brip = Support 36. Put the

BUSHING 35 in place to connect ie BRIDGE LINE34 with

the MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER 16, Swing the Bripce Links

34 into position and put in the Pin 37. Connect the BRIDGE-

PINION RAcK 30 with the operating Rop 11 with the Prn 26.

Adjust the Nuts 31 and 33 on the BripGEe Support 36 for

the lift of the Marrrx as previously describe

Caution: The SLEEVE 8 (Fig. 20) on the OPERATINGRop

11 must be off when using the steel blank matrix or breakage
will occur.

Caution: Be sure to remove the piece of material used as

a block behindthe BurFer 34 (Fig. 18) before

niae
to

oe or a “squirt”?around the CLosure 29 (Fig. 16) and

Nozz_e SEAT 35 with serious results will ieee
Cleaning Mold Closure

To clean the MoLpD CLosvrE 3 (Fig. 19) without removing
the Morp from the MAcHINE, remove the GALLEY COVER

PuaTeE. Loosen the Lock Nut 12 and screw out the Apjust-
ING Rop 13 to relieve the tension on the SPRING 2. Remove

the PLATE 6 and lift out the ABUTMENT 4. Pull the CLosuRE
3 carefully out to the right, clean it and replace it. Replace
all parts in the reverse order from that just described in

taking them out

Changing Height of Product

When changing the height of product, such as changing
from type to space material or the reverse, much care must

be taken because of the Cap which is required by the low

BLADE and Cross Biock. The Motp need not be taken apart,
since the low BLApE plus the Cap is exactly the same height
as the high BLapE, and, after the Motp is assembled properly
once, the BLADES may be interchanged and the clearance
will remain correct, provided, of course, that the MoLp has

not been loosened to allow the Point BLock to move.

To change from high BLApE to low BLADE, proceed as

follows: Take off the MoLp-BLADE Stop 12 (Fig. 16). Have

the MAcHINE turned over so that the Cross BLocK 16 is all

the way to the front and the Mop BLabE 7 has just started

on its stroke to the right (about 1%”). Remove the five Botts

46 and 47 (Fig. 20) holding the Moxp to the BasE 33 (Fig.
6). Disconnect the MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER 24 (Fig. 16).

Remove the rear BrrpGr Support 36 (Fig. 20) and the two

ABUTMENTS 32 (Fig. 16) on the rear of the BASE PLATE 33.
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Slide the Mo_p to the rear far enough to disengage the MoLp

LADE 7 from its OPERATING Bar 19 (Fig. 14) and slide the
Motp BLADE out by pulling it to the left. Slide the Moip
back far enough to slip the Cross BLock 16 (Fig. 16) to the

left, thus disengaging it from its CouPLING 18 (Fig. 20) and

pullout the Cross BLock 16 (Fig. 16).
Clean off the low BLADE, the low Cross BLock, and the

Morp-BLape Cap. Put the Cap in from the top of the Mop

by clipping
the left end of the Cap under the Pornt Block

and sliding it down and to the left until the projection on

the front of the Cap fits into the Cross BLock opening. Put
in the Cross BLock to hold the Cap in place. Slide the low
BLabe in from the left, taking care to have it under the Car.

Remove the Cross-BLockK CoupLinG 18 (Fig. 20) and

CoupLinG Screw 17. Slide the Mop toward the front en-

gaging the MoLpD BLADE into its OPERATING Bar 19 (Fig. 14).
ut the two ABUTMENTS 32 (Fig. 16) on the rear of the BASE

PLaTE 33 and the rear BRIDGE Support 36 (Fig. 20). Push
the Motp back against these ABUTMENTS and to the right
against the PACKING Pi&cE and make the Mo tp fast by the
five Bots 46 and 47 (Fig. 20) to the BAse PLATE. Put on

the MoLp-BLADE Stop 12 (Fig. 16), making sure the lugs on

the Core of the BLADE are between the PACKING PIECE and
the Stop 12. Couple the Cross Brock 49 (Fig. 20) to the

OPERATING-TUBE HEAD 19 by means of the CouPLinG 18 and

CourLinG Screw 17. Connect the MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER
24 (Fig. 16) to the BRIDGE 14 (Fig. 20).

To change from low BLADE to high BLapr, the procedure
is just the same except the Cap is removed in the reverse

order from that in which it is put

—~

CLOSURE SETTING WITH No. 0 ADJUSTING

PACKING PIECE

The No. 0 PAcKING Pisce 1 (Fig. 16)has a WEDGE 3 with
six steps numbered 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This WEDGE 3 is put
in with the steps to the rightand is moved to the proper

step to keep the right end of the Stop PLatE 13 inside the
MOLD cavity; that is, to the right of the right end of the
Mop Biapr when it is drawn to the left for sizing. As the
set-size is made smaller, the WEDGE must be pushed further
in to move the Stop PLare 13 to the right. The position of
this setting can be watched by examining the foot of the
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type cast

a
see where the end of the CLosurr 29 and Srop

PLATE 13 come.

Watch niesthe setting of the CLosurE 29 (Fig. 16) a

indicated by the zero marking on the PLATE 28. To open the
CLosuRE 29 screw the Nut 7 (Fig. 18)further on the Rop

5, and screw it off to make the opening less.

Caution: Never adjust the Closure 29 (Fig. 16) or Stop

PLATE 13 to open further than the size of the MoLp cavity;
that is, never open the Closure more than the marking on

the PLATE 28 calls for, as this would bring the end of the

CLosureE 29 to the right of the left face of the Cross BLock

16, or the end of the Stor PLATE 13 to the left of the right
end of the Motp BLAbE 7, and would permit the metal from

the Nozze to strike under the Cross BLock 16 or the MoLD

BLADE 7 which would tend to raise them and cause damage
as well as give poor type.

ea ees
SPECIAL CASTING

Casting Corner Pieces

For casting corner pieces a MoLp BLADE without Cores

is used. The BLabDE is drawn back just far enough so that

one leg of the corner piece will be the correct thickness

when cast between the end of the BLADE and the left face

of the Cross BLock. The other leg of the corner piece is cast
in

a recess ground in the rear side of the BLADE. One BLADE

will, therefore, cast only one thickness and length of leg and

or a different thickness or length another BLApgis required.
A specialPACKING PIECEis also required. This is about

oy" x "x 714" long. It is placed at the back of the MoLp

Recon inetwo ABUTMENTS 32 (Fig. 16) and the rear BoL-

STER 25. This moves the Motp forward so that the CLosuRE

opening comes close to the rear side of the rear leg of the

corner piece.
Then adjust the CLosurE 29 (Fig. 16) so that it comes

close to, but not under the left face of the Cross BLock 16.

Use the No. 0 PACKING Piece at the left of the BoLsrerRs

15 and 93 and adjust its WEDGE 3 to get the best face and

body on the corner piece. This setting of CLosurE 29 and

Stop PLATE 13 is much the same as ‘forcasting small set-

sizes of ty

Mop Biapes for GIANT CASTER corner pieces are made

in two styles, plain and recessed. The plain BLApE casts
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corner pieces with perfec ay straight plain well pie
the

recessed corner piece BL! ess in

inner face of each leg. Theobject of this recess is S direct

the metal to the far corners of the face and also permit cast-

ing faster without blisters.
’

Plain BLADEs are made either .853” high for casting high
corner pieces and face

rae
or of the usual low heights,

as ordered, for lockup corners. The recessed corner piece
LADES are made only .853” high.Both plain and recessed

corner piece BLADES are made with legs either 6 points thick

or 12 points thick as ordere

The BLADE must be made to suit the eae of legs desired.
One leg of the corner piece must always points long,
because this is the

pone
size of the MoLp aadthis leg is cast

across the end of the BLapE, which makes it 72 points long.
The other leg of ne corner piece is cast in a recess cut in the
side of the BLADE and may be made 72 points long, 78 points
long, or 84 points long, as ordered. The reason for these

differentlengths
is to suit the different column widths of

newspapers. To box a column 12 picas wide requires two

corner pieces with 72 point legs. To box a column 124%picas
wide requires that one leg be 72 points and the other 78 points.
To box a

pois ie picas wide requires one leg 72 points and

the other 84 p
Corner pieceayparen must be ordered to suit the length

of legs on the corner piece BLADE which the customer has in

his Mop. The specimen sheet states that the first figures
ollowing the letter indicates the length of leg of the corner

piece. Since one leg is always 72 points long,: a single figur
would indicate the length of the other leg. Thus, S72 has both
legs 72 points or 6 picas long; S78 has one leg72points long
and the other 78 points or 644 picas long; e leg

72 points and the other leg 84 points or 7 picas long. Be sure

to specify the correct symbol for the corner piece MATRIX to

suit the Bape. The first letter on the MATRIX symbol tells

the style—S is square corner rule, R is round corner rule,
Nis decorative corner. The last part of the symbol following
the dash identifies the rule or border which the corner piece
matches.

s a depr

Casting Faces on Smaller Bodies

To cast a given point size face on the next smaller point
size body, special PACKING PIEcEs are required for moving
the MATRIX-HOLDER-CARRIER BRACKET the proper amount

toward the rear. These PackING PIEcEs are as follows:
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For casting 72- point face on 60-

penebody use PAcKING
Prece 53GC75 which is ten points thic

For casting 60-point face on 48-

poleodyor 48-point face
on 42-point body use Packine Piece 53GC76 which is five

points thick.

For castingat-point face on 36-point body no PackiNG

PIECEis requi
These PICKING!Precrs are placed in front of the Marrix-

HOLDER-CARRIER BRACKET 23 (Fig. 16), between it and the
Porn? BLocx 6, and the screw holes in the BRACKET 23 are

elongated to permit this movement.

he above provides for caps and figures or any characters
which do not kern over six points on the bottom. To cast

the lower case of 72-point on a 60-point Motp and the lower
case of 60-point on a 48-point Morp requires that the 60-
and 48-point Mo.ps have added clearance for this 12-point
kern. If the Motp does not have this added clearance thisalteration can be made only in our factory.

Casting Faces on Larger Bodies

To cast 42-point face on a 48-point body no special equip-
ment or instructions are required. Simply use the 42--point
matrices on the 48-

point
Mo p the same as 48-point matrices

would be used. The 42-point of any given series when cast

on 48-point body will line perfectly with the 48-point of the
same

Se
The same holds true for casting 60-point on 72-

point bo

Do not ater any circumstances try to cast 42- or 48- -point
matrices on 60- or 72-point body as this will result in a serious

squirt.
Special Alignment

For artistic or commercial reasons it is sometimes desired

limits of the MAcHINE. These PackinG Pieces for

Vannesalignment are similar in appearance to and are usedin the
same place and manner as those described above for ‘‘C.moe
FACES ON SMALLER Bopy.”’ Alignment can be made lower
than standard by this means but not higher.

Reducing Set Sizes

In order that adjustments for position set-ways may be
.made, MAcHINES 9575 and 9577 and following are provided

with one MATRIX-HOLDER-CARRIER BRACKET 23 (Fig. 16)
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with each MACHINE instead of a Seer
JIOLDER-CARRIER

RACKET with each Mop as previously furnished. This

Bracket can be used with any Giant CastER Mop having

ie tapered SQUARING PLaTE and WEDGE mentioned below.

In addition to the adjustment point-ways by means of the

liners already described, the new BRACKET has an adjustment
set-ways by means of a WepGE 37 (Fig. 16) between the left

end of the BRACKET 23 and the SQUARINGPuaTE 5.

upper part of the SQUARING PLATE 5 has a taper on it to

match the taper of the WepcE 37. The WEDGE 37 has a zero

aesado

the zero mark on the WEDGE 37 is opposite the reference

mark on the SQUARING PLATE 5, the BRACKET 23 is in normal

position for casting as designed.By moving the WEDGE 37

the BRACKET 23 is moved set-ways and with it the Marrix

to bring the character closer to or farther from the Cross

Bock side of the type body. By adjusting the amount the

Motp BiavE draws back, the distance from the face to the

side of the body (side bearing)on that side is governed. This

provides a means for casting type, evenly fitted, on a w ider

or narrower body set-ways as desired.

a ars
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Material Guide

This MATERIAL GUIDE, shown in Fig. 22 is for keeping
fusion material straight. It goes across the left end of the

GALLEY PLATE, closeto the Mop. The right-hand SupPort

10 clamps on the casting at the rear side of the GALLEY

PLATE and the slot at the bottom of the Support 6 shown

at the left fits over the front edge of the GALLEY PLATE.

The BRACKET 7 carrying the three RoLLERs 5, 13 and 14 can

be moved front or rear on the Rop 3 and also tilted up and

down and clamped in any position desired by the CLAMPING

Screw 8. This Eeeeer 7 should be moved so that the center

Rotter 13 will come on the side of the material toward which

the strip tends to curve and then swung down so that one of

the upper RoLLERs 5 or 14 touches the material with just

enough pressure to keep it from curving up. The BRACKET

should be clamped in this position by CLAMPING ScrEw 8.

The center Rotver 13 is carried on an eccentric and is to be

turned by the HanpLe 1 at the top so that the RoLLER 13

bears against the side of the material with just enough pres-

sure to keep the strip straight as it comes from the MoLp.
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Screwing in the knurled Hanpve 1 clamps the eccentric in

position.
Blank Matrices

For casting base or spacing material, whether continuous

strip or quads and spaces, use a har! dened steel blank Marrix.

Tighten its clamping Screw and then back it off half a

eeto free the Matrixand permitit to seat squarely on the 5

ere are two sizes of steel blank Marrices, one for 72 maa
60 point and the other for 48 point and smaller. These steel

blank Marrices take the place of both Matrix and Matrix

Hovper. The gray metal blank Marrices are only for Castinewhen warming up a Motp preparatory to casting a font o

for casting a few quads and spaces with the font and will not
stand the service of ong continuous casting as will the

hardened steel blank MAtTRICcEs.

Closure Opening

Position the CLosuRE opening, as controlled by the PAck-

ING Preces and CLOSURE ADJUSTMENT,to bring the opening
as near the center of the body of the type as possible.This

applies to all sizes of body up to the very largest. (For cerner

pieces see that heading.)

Piston Spring

Do not screw down the Nut on the upper end of the

Piston SpriNG Rop any further than neccesary to get good
product. To much pressure causes a tendency to burr, es-

pecially on the small size bodies and increases the wear on

the MATRICES.

Water

Regulate the water to suit the product being cast. Always
turn off the water when stopping casting, even if only for a
few minutes. When casting has started, turn on the water

after a few casts and regulateto suit the product. Water

need not be shut off when changing from one MATRIX to

another in casting a font.

Motor Starting Box

The Sarety Swircu is for starting and stopping the Motor

only. Never start this Moror under load, always have the

Macuine CLurcr thrown out so that the Motor starts idle.

The Motor is left running when the MAcHINE is stopped
unless for a considerable period,when the Motor may also

be stopped if desired.
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Motor Belt

The Motor is moun on a vertical BASE PLATE on the
left side of the Macutne. This Base PLATE is hinged at the
top and has at the bottom an ApjustiING Srup with Lock
Nuts so that the Moror Bask may be swung out at the
bottom to

mene
the BELT from the Moror to the Sprep

CuaAncE Devic

Oiling
The Cams run in oil and the Worm and Wueet run in oil

also. Monotyrr Type Motp Ott is used for oiling all parts
of the Macuine, except the Morn, (for which RULE MoLp
OIL is used), and the Worm and WHEEL for which see next

paragrap
To oil the Worm and WHEEL stop the Motor and pour

oil in the top of the Worm Box very slowly until it just
shows in the oil groove at the front end of the bottom of the
Box where the end of the Sarr can be seen. If oil is poured
in here while the Moror is running it will carry around with
the parts so that if enough is put in to show as described,
the excess on the moving parts will run out when the Ma-
CHINE is stopped. For this Worm and WHEEL a heavy cyl-

eee
oil is desirable.

the CaM-suart Casg, take out the OIL-cAN PocKET
in themiddle of the front, and pour oil into the Case until
it shows in the elbow at the lower left corner.

Micrometer-wedge Graduated Wheel

The setting of this GRADUATED WHEEL 5 (Fig. 17) must
be checked each time a Mo.p change is made, to be sure that
the reading on the ScaLEe 11 corresponds with the actual
size of body peincast. To set this GRADUATED WHEEL

proceed as follo
Cast non- Wislorematerial such as type or spaces of any

size until the MoLp is properly warmed up to normal running
conditions. Then, by trial, adjust the set-size being cast, until
when measured with the micrometer it isexactlythe same

as any one of the sizes given on the GIA) ASTER TABLE
YPE Sizes. Have the MICROMETER-WEDGE Screw 13

(Fig. 17) locked with Lockine
Sey

7 (use KNos 6 to

tighten it) when making the final check on this size. With
the MICROMETER-WEDGE SCREw 13 still locked with its Lock-
ING Screw 7, loosen the CLamp Screw 19 holding the Grap-
UATED WHEEL 5 on the MICROMETER-WEDGE SCREW 13 and
turn this GRADUATED WHEEL 5, without disturbing the Screw
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13 until the

reading
on the VeRTICAL SCALE11 for picas and

half picas and o e GRADUA 5 for points and
fractions of a ee is exactly the same as givenon the GIANT
Caster TABLE or Type Sizes for the size being cast in ten-

thousandths of an inch. Clamp the GRADUATED WHEEL 5 to
the MICROMETER-WEDGE SCREW 13 by tightening its CLAMP
Screw 19—but not to tightly or it may break WuiEEL 5. This

setting may then be tested by loosening ce
AMP SCREW 7

unclamping the MICROMETER-WEDGE Screw 13, turning it

by means of Knos 4 until the Cranonnny WHEEL 5 comes

to some other desired position, reclamping the MIcROMETER-
WEDGE Screw 13, and casting and measuring a few pieces
of type to see that

theycoincide with the new setting of the
GRADUATED WHEEL 5

Speed of Casting
The item given as “REVOLUTIONS OF REGULATING WHEEL”

refers to the little WHEEL at the lower front of the BAsE used
to change the setting of the speed device. The number of
turns given in the TABLE is the number that this little WHEEL
would have to be turned, starting from the slowest speed as

the zero point.

TABLE OF SPEED CHANGE DEVICE

Revolutions of Machine
Chenee

Regulating Wheel RPM. Speed

0 6
2 18 1%
4 9 1%
6 10% 1%
8 12 14%

10 14 2
a

108 24
14 1914 3

16 224% 3
18 261% 4

20 31% 5
22 38 64%
24 46 8

Speeds obtained at every second revolution of the REGu-
LATING WHEEL, starting at the lowest speed, and the amount

of change in speed from one setting to the next. Intermediate

speeds may be obtained by making a single turn or even

part of a turn of the REGULATING WHEEL.
When an equipment includes 14 and 18 point Style GC1

Mo ps for casting type, a larger motor pulley can be supplied
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which

ve:give speeds from 8 to 64 r.p.m. instead of from

48

POINT

6 to 46 r.p.m.

The properspeed for casting eel
of different point-

sizes, set-sizes, and Beene
can best be determined by, trial.

| A little experiencewi

aereadily er the best maximum
te alae speed for each sty

The Tafere tincieonae “Tate or Castine Data” here

given is based on data gathered during tests in our factory
and may be used as an approximate guide for settirig the

aes a speed for different sizes of material, but this speed may nee

ae 4 to be varied due to different conditions of metal.

nm S

x Temperature of Metal
a

g
g

a

3%
g

3

a

6

Q
8

e proper temperature for the type metal varies consider-

ably. It is affected by the grade of metal being used, the size

of the cast, the speed, a8 amount of water, the kind of

product, etc. For standard Monotype metal the temperature
| for casting larger size type will be about 650 degrees, and

for small sizes slightly higher. Fusion strip material usually
casts at a temperature 25 to 50 degrees lower than type.

CASTING
DATA

Guide
for
Approximate
Settings

42

POINT

or

Fusion
Materia
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SUPPLEMENT

Other Giant Caster Molds

In the fore part of this book we have described Style GC
Mo bs in 36, 42, 48, 60, and 72-point sizes for casting type
from .065” drive GIANT CASTER Matrices 42 point to 72
point in size and also eoproducing base material for furni-
ture and cut mountin,

SeeGC1 Molds

In addition to the above, there are available for use on

the GIANT CASTER, Style GC1 Motps in 14, 18, 24, 30, and
36 point sizes for casting type from .050” drivedisplay Mat-
rices in these sizes and also for base material for use as furni-
ture and for cut mounting. The 14- and 18- point sizes cast

material without a core, the 24- and 30-point sizes have a

single core, while the 36-point size has a double
The 14 and 18 point Style GC1 Motps are ae y fitted

with BLapEs for casting type and spaces only. These BLADES
are marked TYPE. For casting fusion a specialBLADE is

required. This special BLADE is marked ON.

Thesegas
are similar in general construction to the

Style GC Moxps described inn the main part of this book
and the same Hees apply with the following addition:

Clamp for 14 and 18 Point GC1 Molds

ecause these 14- and 18-point Style GCt Mo.ps cast

material without a core they requirea different clamping
device to grip the product when casting fusion material. Style
GS Motps, which cast only base material, asp

use this

specialclampingdevice as will be described lat

Figure 23 shows this special CLAMP and itsoperatingdevice. LEVER 20 having the short ARM on its rear end point-
ing upwards, engages the INTERMEDIATE LEVER 13, which

operates the special CLAMP 6, and this CLAMP 6 grips the
material before the MoLtp BLADE moves to the left, and thus

prevents the material being sucked back by the BLADE.

ADJUSTMENT

Adjust the Screw 11 in the INTERMEDIATE LEVER 13 and
lock it with its Lock Nur 15, so that the rear end of the
Cramp 6 when it is all the way forward comes .005” to the

front (operating position) of the rear face of the front
cusBrock. In this position it clears the MoLp BLApE by. ‘

- HotpEeR Xa45GC17 is re
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When castingtype or any single-cast non-fusion material,
Lever 20is taken off and the standard Lever 22 is put in

its place Thisstandard LEVER i the short ARM on its rear

end pointing down. In this position it does not operate the

INTERMEDIATE LEVER 13 and the special CLamp 6 becomes

inoperative. Instead, LEvpR 22 operates the regular TyPE

Cramp 9 through PusHER 10. To insure Type CLamp 9

gripping thin set-sizes hold it to the left when assembling.
Caution: Be sure that the correct CLAMP is operative for

the style of product to be cast. If the wrong LEVER 20 or 22

is used so that the wrong Crapi is being operated, serious

damage to the MoLp may resu

Caution: When changing from fusion to non- -fusion, turn

the MoLp-BLADE Stor upside-down with its EXTENSIONon

the under side. Never remove the Extension—just turn the

Srop with the EXTENSION on top for fusion and on the bottom
for non-fusion. Always turn this Stop to the position for the

style of product to be cast before making any other changes
on the Motp. Damage to the Mop BLabE will result if this

Caution is disregarded.

Nozzles

Allstyle GC1 Motps take NozzLe 92GC9, except on early
MACHINES not equipped with the Grant Por and Pum? oneq
which NozzLe 92GC10 which is 14” longer is aa Both of

these NozzLrs have No. 16 drill hole (. 177"di ameter) from

the bottom to #;" from the top. In the top they have No. 27

aut
hole (.144” diameter) slightly offset from the center.

yyalso have two vent holes in the tip drilled diagonally
w ithNo. 60 drill. Should

ere
vent holes become clogged

they can be cleaned with 60 drill held in the fingers
(never in a hand drill) or use a small wire such as a

Doeclip. These NozzLes are equipped with a Lock Nu that

the vent holes may be positioned correc tly. For w: ideee
the vent holes point toward the MoLp BLADE, but for narrow

set-sizes where the BLADE would cover the vent holes the

Nozzte should be given about one-third of a turn further

to bring the vent holesdiagonallyback to the right. Always
lock the NozzLr with its Lock

Matrix Holder

As standard Dispr.ay M

Ae HS
are used on these MoLps

instead of Matrices a special Marri

ed ThisMATRIX HOLDER grips
the MATrRrx between a fixed ABUTMENT which is held by two
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Screws, and a CLAMP which is held by one ScREw. This

standard fixed ABUTMENT is straight on the side. For Dis-

PLAY Matrices having extra wide characters which require
moving set-ways to get the character on the body, a special
ABUTMENT is also furnished having a lip on its gripping
edge which moves the MATRIX three points to the left. This

special ABUTMENT need be used only when the Matrix has

to be moved more than three points, because the firstaepoints of movement are obtained by the WEDGE 37 (Fig. 16)
which positions the ADJUSTABLE-MATRIX-HOLDER-~Se
BRACKET 23.

A separate MATRIX HoLpER Xa45GC25 is required when

English DispLay MATRICES are to be used. This MATRIX

HoLpER is somewhat ae in appearance to the one for

American Display Marrices as described above and grips
the Marrrx ina similar manner between an ABUTMENT and

a CLAMP. It will not be confused with the one for American

DiseeAy Marrices, because of the difference in size of

MarTRIxues
it accommodates,the English Matrices

eing 1” squa:

Matrix-holder Rest

With each equipment is supplied a MATRIX-HOLDER REST

X162GC, which is a wooden stand mounted on a board. The

board is placedon top of the open
drawer in front of the

shelf on the Grant CASTER, and the drawer is then pushed
in until the board is gripped between the front of the drawer

and the shelf. The stand which forms the rest for the MATRIX

Ho per is shaped so that the Matrrx HoLpeR when turned

with the Matrix upward will fit the stand. The object is to

hold the Marrix HoLper while removing and inserting the

Marrrx, because the MArrix Horper gets quite hot when

used continuously.The Martrrx is removed and the new one

fastened in place by loosening and tightening the ScREW

holding the Cramp. A small screwdriver is supplied with the

equipment for this purpose.

Matrix-holder Carrier

A special MATRIX-HOLDER CARRIER Xa46GC8 forms part
of the equipment. The Marrix Hoipers for Display Mar-

RICES w ill not fit in the standard Carriers for GIANT

Marrices nor will the regular Matrix Ho_pers for GIANT

Matrices fit in this specialCarrier for DispLay MATRICES.
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Matrix-holder-carrier Bracket

These smaller point-size MoLps are equipped to take the

aciutable
MATRIX-HOLDER-CARRIER BRACKET 23 (Fig. 16),

can be moved set-ways three points either side of the
zero ‘positionby the use of the WepGe 37. The earlier GIANT
Casters did not have this adjustable BRACKET, but instead
each MOLD was equipped with its own BRACKETwhich was

specially fitted to it and which could not be moved set-ways.
On any such older equipment, the first time we furnish a

Mo tp which requires the adjustable Bracket this BRACKET
must be furnished. Therefore, if the customer receiving these

24-, 30-, and 36-point Moxps does not have an adjustableBRACKETin his plant, one will be supplied with this
soement. In no case will the adjustable BRACKET be supplied

where there is one now in the plant. This adjustable BRAck-
ET gives the first three-points movement to the Marrix
when it must be moved set-ways to accommodate the extra
wide characters to the MoLp.Another three- point movement

may be obtained by using the special ABUTMENT on the
Matrix HoLpER instead of the standard,

ABUTMENT as

already described under “Matrix Hope.’

Point-ways Alignment
take care of the varying alignment requirements of

Dee Matrices and to duplicate the alignments already
produced on Type CasTERS and Composinc MACHINES

equipped with DispLAy ATTACHMENT, ie GC1 Mo tps are

equipped with means for moving the MATRIX point-ways
to obtain desired alignment. This is done by making the top
portion of the Point Bock 6 (Fig. 16) with a taper on the
rear side and providing a WEDGE 38 between this tapered
Port Bock and the side of the MATRIX-HOLDER-CARRIER
Bracket 23. This WEDGE 38 gives sufficient movement for
all normal point-ways adjustments. When it is necessary to

get one point-size face on another point-size body, PACKING
Preces a53GC213 and a53GC214 are provided for use in
addition to the ADJUSTING WEDGE 38. These are placed be-
tween the WEDGE 38 and the MATRIX-HOLDER-CARRIER
BRACKET 23 and one or both are used as required.

Casting Conditions

These Style GC1 Mo ps take the same PACKING PIECES
for positioning the Motp for different lengths of cast and

styles of product and require approximately the same casting
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conditions as do the corresponding set-sizes and styles of
product of the larger point-size (42 to 72 point) Style GC

Motps as described in the fore part of this book.

Display Matrix Sizes

Since the mechanism on the GIANT CASTER for determining
the set-size of the type body is given in picas and points and

fractions of a point it is necessary when casting fr om DISPLAY

Marrices to translate the Marrix markings into points.
The markings on these Display Marrices indicatethe

positions of the wedges on the Type CAsTer. To translate

these markings into points requires the card ‘‘Wedge Positions

for Casting Spaces and Quads,” one of which is sent with

each type equipment, 36 points and smaller, for the GIANT

CasTER. By finding on this table the wedge positions corres-

ponding to the numbers given on the Matrix, the width in

points is determined and the GiANT CAsTER type sizing
mechanism adjusted accordingly. For example, if the MATRIX

markings are *7-4, the table gives the type body correspond-
ing to these MATRIX markings as 71 points in width. If the

Marrrix markings are 7-4 (with no asterisk) the table gives
the type size as 2414 points in width.

Some extra wide characters in Display Marrices are

wider than will go on the normal Display Matrix and an

extra wide MATRIX is used for such characters. The maximum

set-size body which can be cast on the TyPE-&-RULE CASTER

is 39 points in width and such extra wide characters are

therefore marked ‘‘39’’ to indicate that they are to be cast

on a body this maximum width on the Type Caster. When

cast on this size body, the character will overhang on one

or both sides and such overhang cannot be avoided on the

Type CASTER. Ona GIANT CASTER type equipment, 36 points
and smaller, the full size body setways can of course be

obtained. It will therefore be necessary when casting these

extra wide characters (see “MATRIx HoLpEr,”’ page 47)
which have a marking ‘39’ instead of the wedge position
numbers, to obtain the proper set-size body by trial. Be

sure the special MATRIX-HOLDER ABUTMENT is used to move

this large Marrix to the left and measure the width of the

character with a pica scale to obtain the approximate width

of body for the first trial cast.
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STYLE GS AND 1GS MOLDS

There are still otheraoe
of Motps available for use on

the Giant CASTER. e Mo.ps cast material without a

core. They do not cast aesoe because the top of the MoLp
is closed with a Pornt BLock over the castin® cavity so that
no MATRIX is used.

tyle GS Motps are for high or low base material in 18,
24, and 30 point sizes. Only one height material may be cast

in a MoLp, but one, two, or all three point-sizes of the same

height may be combined in one Motp.

Style 1GS Mo tps are similar to SryLe GS Morps, except
that they produce electrotype bearers instead of base material.
The width and heigth of the shoulder may be selected, but
must be the same for all point-sizes cast on the same Motp,
the difference in point-size being in the type-high portionof
the bearer. These Style 1GS Motps are furnished in 18, 24,
and 30 point sizes and one or more of these sizes maybe

Sobile
in the same MOLp under the conditions just de-

cribed.

“WithStyle GS and Style 1GS Mo ps, the same special
clamping device is used as was described for StyleGC1 Moips
and as illustrated in Figure 23 with the exception that LEVER
22 is not used because these Style GS and 1GS Mo ps cast

no t

POSITIONINGBar 53GC67 is required with these Mot:
zsto bring them in correct relation to the NozzLe. The Ba

is placedin back of the Motp between the Motp and te
ABUTMENTS 32 (Fig. 16) on the rear of the Bae es 33
so as to properly position the Mo.p with relation to the
Nozze. This Bar is the same as used with Style GC Motps
when

eeewith a CorNER Piece BLADE, and if a cus-

tomer already has a Motp equipped with a CORNERPIECE
LADE, this POSITIONING Baris not supplied with Style GS

and 1GS Mo ps because only one is required in a plant.
MACHINESprior to 9129, except 9070, 9124, and 9126,

require the improved style of Gac BLock asiGCl4unless
previously supplied. MAcHINEs prior to 9661 require also
the improvedTrip Lever (for CALCULATING SCALE)a65GC2.
This improved Gac Brock and the Trre Lever remain

permanently on 7 “MACHINE.
Straightening Material

If the material comes from the Motp slightly curved use

GuIbE PLATE a24GC2 if the material tends to curve down.
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This G
UIDE

PLATE is positioned at the rear left corner of

the Ga

HAND
Cover Prats 24GC1 and is held by theScREW in the rear left corner of the €

y

PLATE

This GuipE PLATE is epplicd so that it ches up and
the

material rests on it. The regular GuImDE shown in Fig. 22, is
then adjusted to keep the “materialperfectlystraight.The

use of this GuIDE has been fully explained in the forepartof

this book.

To Change Point-Size

When these Mops are equipped with BLaprEs of more

than one point-size, proceed as follows to change from one

point-size to another:

TAKING APART

Take the Mop off the MACHINE complete and put it on

a Base PLATE on a bench. Take out the Mo_p Babe and
Cross Biock. Put in two of the vertical BoLts down through
the rear BOLSTER into the BAse PLATE and tighten them
slightly. Remove from the top of the Boister the CLAMP

(complete) that helps hold the Motp Unit in place. Take

out the three through Botts (the long Botts running hori-

zontally from front to rear). Take out from the left end the

two Botts fastening the front BOLSTER to the SQUARING
Prater, and lift off the front Bo_ster. Take out the right-
front Type BLock w.

ae
sa

asapiece
Lift out the rest

of the Motp UNIT co of rear TYPE BLock, PoInT

Brock, and left-front TYPE cesall held together by two

Scxsews.Remove these two ScREws and take out the Point

LOCK.

CLEANING

Carefully clean the front face of the rear BoustrErR, the
face of the SQUARING PLaTE and the BAsE PLATE where the

Motp Unir is to go. Make sure there is no dirt or particles
of metal in the corners. Clean all parts of the Motp Unir

including the desired Point Bock. Clean the front BoLsTER.

ASSEMBLY

It is extremely important to have the top of the rear and
left-front Type Biocxs and the top of the Point BiocKk

absolutely flush with each other—otherwise the clearance

between the BLADE and Point BLock will not be correct

and trouble will follow. A good way to accomplish this is to

set the rear Type BLock upside down on some smooth sur-

face. The Point BLock may then be set (upside down) on
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the smooth surface beside the rear Tyee Brock, then the

left-front Type BLock beside that. All these parts are up-

side down and care must be taken to have them correctly
in their respective positions.

Insert the two Screws through the front Type BLocxk and

Pornt BLock into the rear Type BLock and bring them to

a good bearing. Be sure the proper ScREws are used—for 18

and 24 point short Screws are used and for 30 point longer
ScrEws are used. The Screws must not project through the
rear Type Bock. The left ends of the Point BLock and

rear Type Brock should be flush, but the left-front Type

left-front Type BLock be positioned flush with or to the

right of the left-end of the rear Type BLocx. Turn the Mop

Unir right-side-up again and make sure every part is in its

correct position and that the Type Blocks and Point Blocks are

flush on the top. Test the top and left end with a square or

a straight-edge or an edge of the Cross BLock.

The right-front Type BLocx is a loose piece and is not to

He
assembled with the rest of the Mop Unrr. Disregard it

for the present
Place Mop ‘UNITfirmly against rear BOLSTER and also

against the SQUARING PLATE at the left. See that the front

LSTER is clean and put it in place. Put in the two left

hand through Botts from front to rear and the two BoLts

at left fastening this BoLsTER to the SQUARING PLATE.

Tighten these Botts, making sure that there is no dirt or

metal between the BOLSTERand the SQUARING PLATE. Put

the right-front ee pio
in position. Insert and tighten

the rightthrough
The two SCHR i in ate right-front Type BLock are used

only for shipment purposes and are to be left out when

assembling for operating so that if a squirt occurs the two

right and vertical Botts, one in the front BOLSTER and one

in the rear BoLsTER, may be loosened, the right through
Bo.t removed, and the right TYPE BLOCKtapped out to the

right for cleaning out the squirt. ss
the Mop CLEANING

Too for tappingout the TyPE BLoc

Put on the CLamp that holds the MorbUnit in place and

tighten down on its Screw until it has a good firm bearing,
but is not too tight. Ren

the two vertical ScREWws

waitwere used tempor, arily to hold the rear BOLSTER to the

and the Mo pis ready to be put back on the MAcHINE et
run,



54 Giant Caster Adjustments

Note: If the right end of the right-front BLock tends to

drop slightly lower than the rear BLock it will do no harm,
as the right-front Type BLock bears only on the left end on

the Cross Brock. Hold down the left end only when tighten-
ing the Bovrs clamping the right-front Type BLocx.

Remember: The ScREWS are to be left out from the right-
front TyPE BLock so that it may be removed for pcamega squirt. To remove the right Type Bock, loosen the ver

tical Bott in the right-hand end of each Borster, remove

the right horizontal through Bott and then, using the MoLp
CLEANING TOOL, tap the right-front Type BLock out to

the right
Cane ee

GIANT CASTER SPEED CHANGE DEVICE

Lubrication

Fill the THrust Bearincs A on the Disk Huss every six

to twelve months. Use a good grade of ball-bearing grease
or non-fluid oil. (Do not use hard oil or ordinary cup grease.)

il the Disk Huss B every five or ten days, depending on

local conditions, just enough to keep parts free from rust.

Giant Caster Adjustments 5S

BALL-BEARING SHAFT BEARINGS C should be refilled with

grease every six to twelve months

When Bari BEARINGS are operated in rooms where the

temperature is sufficient to melt the grease in the bearings,
they should be refilled every two to four weeks.

When filling BEARINGS, remove both PLuGs and force the

grease entirelythrough the BEARINGS with a grease gun
Be careful to wipe off all the dirt or dust on the BEARING

CasIncs before removing Pius. This will prevent any dirt

getting
into

oe
BEARINGS with the grease. Keep the grease

a closed ¢
General Instructions

A attempt to change speedsor to tighten the V BELT

unl ess the transmission is runnin,
The V BELT is

aeiueted(madetighteror looser) by turning
the Screw D. Donot run the BELT too tight. Use just suf-

ficient tension to pull theload w

inouePRES: When‘correct-
ly adjusted the Brrr will have alittle slack or “‘sag’”’on the

lower side while running. Never use belt dressing.
Check the V BELT to see that it runs level and true. If

one side rides highit indicates that one of the Disks on which

the Bett rides is ‘sticking’ and not turning properly on the

shaft due to insufficient or improper lubricant. If this occurs,

stop the transmission at once and correct it before one

ing to run it again. To correct this it is necessary to rem

the BELT, clean the bearing of the DisK on the shaft (vith
kerosene) until the Disk moves freely. Then lubricate the

bearings with soft ball-bearing grease. Replace the BELT to

run in the opposite direction from
He

in which it was run-

ning before removal (to even the wea:

Keep the Disk clean and free from ——sacid, or water.

Make a practice of checking over the running conditions as

well as the greasingat regular intervals. It is well to shift

the transmission through its entire speed change once a day
to make sure all parts are properly lubricated at all positions
and that they move free!

If any parts of the transmissionare removed for any reason

be sure to replace them exactly as they were.
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 1
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End of Pump

FIGURE 4

PuMP-BODY-SPRING Rop, PIsToN

OperRATING Rop and Pump
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FIGURE 2
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PLATE I

G POT AND PUMP MECHANISM — | noe ee
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FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9

FIGURE 6

Pump-Bopy LEVERS and Piston LEVERS Cross-HEAD Stup and Pump Piston Lever and Pump

OPERATING LEVER OPERATING LEVER
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FIGURE 7

Pump Larcu and GAG PLATES

FIGURE 10

} Pump Bony, with Piston, Nozzue, INTAKE

VALVE and Port REGULATING SCREW

FIGURE 5

Mechanism for Operating, Adjusting
and Controlling the Pump
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2 Xai03GC Pump Bopy
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Figure 1

Pai
No. Symbol

H

N

15H1 SQUARINGPin
al03GC19 PLUG

Figure 2

xe ierribol
1 al06GCIC LanseLevRzzle end)
2 al06GC4— Ful mare TN

92GC4 NortCr GC

3 elds)

aaEans
1

92GC9 Nowe
Gc1 |Molds)

i
iG

alngcisADEey (2)
TO)1036s robe inne r)

103GC4 Stor PLATE (lower)
103GC8— SLEEVE (2)

Xal03GC PumpBopy
al05GCIi1
alesGclo Fut

LexuM
PIN

al0sGC1 —Lirtinc Lever
ston end)

al0sGCo cueScrew158GC1_ —ApyustinG P
aasECl4 Ab),Lug (ight)

al22GC16 Any. Screw (2)

CASHORNER

e48GC29 ScxzwG)
ate (rear)(front)

Figure 3
Par!

No. iSymbol Name

rises Lock Nut
108GC

r

109G| €t EVER

12
.

BUSHING

al08GC8 =WASHER
al08G A

Nout

Lock Nut

WASHER
SWING FRAME
EXTENSION

1

1

1

1

A
1

i

al08GC2
109GC2_— Pin

109GC4 STANDal08GC1_— Ror

al06GCiC Lurtixe
(nozzleend)

Figure 4

Nu
Un_cupnes)

aa110GC13

110GC13StorNGG8}
97GC5 Nut
97GC4 CRossHEAD(upper)

42GC1 Matn STAND.
97GC1 OPERATING Rop

PLATE I

100GC1 CORBEGHNG!Rop

Figure 5

Par

ey
*

Syiibol

COI
ATR
ON

Ban
15,
16

iit

pees3

98GC1

Name
Ro
SprinG (outside)

cent

it,

Cross)
CRANK
HEAD (lower)

OPERATING Rob

Stop ics (2)
T (2)ae Rop

100GC14Lock Nut

Bae(rear)ionee13100G

Imocets
eat

loogcit

HOgcio97GC1

986C9

Figure 6
Symbol N:
a95GC1_ Piston

93GC7 NutQ)3

tosect

1

SHAFT

> PIN

nee Q)

-ockK NUT

Pin

SPRING CLIP

1ogGeEC.GaG BLock

Hutcuum
Pav

ont)

CantLEVER

TNBe RUM P,

Nu

Oreratine Rop

SPRING (inside)

S upp
Rop

Lever

Figure 7

Name
1 98GC. Roi
2 98GC9 earn (inside)
3 98GCt ealantside)4 98GC2 rae5 160GC2
6 160GCI GaGPrate (2)
7 97GC6 Stu
8 97GC7 Lock Nu
9 97G' Grossiiesoupper)

10

i

12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20

2A

22 op Eye

23 110G!Ci CrossHeap EYE

Figure 8
Part

No.“symbol Name
1 97GCL_ = Rop

2  97GC5 Aur3 110GC9,
4 97GC4 Eossusan(uppen5 97GC6
6 97GC
7 109GC1 Lever

Figure 9

Pat

No.‘symbolGCL

wend
Name

PistoxLiver

$ josGes Stan

Figure 10
Part

No. Symbol
(92GC4

a

yorsee
2 92GC3
3 al03GC19

a9SGCL ‘ON

Pump Bopy

SuniSPius (side)ane(bottom)
9

10 aroseclsRe
CURING,

C13

Pritt
13. 103GC11
Se

VaLvE
VaLy
VaLy PLuc

(bottom)
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FIGURE 11

Mo.p-BLADE SprinG Box

CALCULATING,SIZING,AND MOLD

FIGURE 12

MICROMETER-WEDGESETTING
ScaLe Mechanism (sometimes
called ‘‘CALCULATING SCALE”’.)

FIGURE 14

Morp Biabr OperatinG Mechanism
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FIGURE 13

General Operating Mechanism for MICROMETER-WEDGE
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PLATE II

Figures 11 to 17G, SIZING, AND MOLD MECHANISM
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FIGURE 15

Non-fusing Mechanism
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FIGURE 17

MicroMETER WEDGE with its Pica

Gace and Pica-GAGE SCALE
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and Bracket. (WEDGE 38 is used only
General Operating Mechanism for MICROMI'TER-WEDGE

on Style GC1 Molds.)
BTTING SCALE, Pump and MAthix
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Figure 11
Part
No. Symbol Name

1 58GC STuD

2 74GC8 Screw (2)
3  74GC10_ Lock Nut (2)
4 74GC9 Nut (2)
i 74GC7
6 74GC6_ Batt
7 74GC5C Socket
8 74GC11_ Lock Nut

9 AGC. Lock Nut
10 74GC: UT

11  74GC24 Srup (long) (4)
12 74GC25 Nur (4)
13. 74GC17_ Cap (Fear)
14 74GC15

Cae
15 74GCi2 Sprinc GnaAe)
16 74GC13_ SpriNc (outer)

/17 0 74GC16 TuBE
18  74GCiC Rop

19 74GC4 HEap
20 74GC14

SENT )nt)

py Dice13 Sones(front)
23 aec20
24 7AGC22
25 7T4GC23LockNor(2)
26 74GC21 Srup (2)

Figure 12
Part
No. Symbol lame

iz 51GC31 ‘UD

2  51GC29 Lever
3 $1GC30 Srop Pin
4 51GC27 SPRING
5  51GC28 Trip LevER
6 $1GC EW

a 51GC33 Lock Nut
8 65GC3 STAND
9 SGI Riles Pin

10 72GC5
Ay4 72GC6 Was R(6)

12 =72GC2 Leven.eee)(2)
13. 72GC4_— Bott
14 $7GCi_ S: ae
15 42GCi = Main Stanp
16 51GC9 Screw (3)
17 51GC12 Scare “A”
18 51GC13 Screw (3)
19 51GC7 STAND

20 2fieee ee21 RaTCHET
22 B1eC28CLever
23 51GC34 EULSEUN
24 67GCIC Cover‘PLATE
25 68GC1 Screw (4)
26 . 51GC46 Screw (2)
27 52GC6
28 52GC5 EF:
29 52GC8 Lock Nur
30 52GCi Rop

Figure 13
Part
No. Symbol Name

1 110GC9 Stop
2 a38GCi SPRING

"3 37GC1 =—-Latcu ABUTMENT.
4 97GC4  Grossazap(upper)
5 110GC3  CrRossHEAD
6 110GC10 ‘UT

7 110GCi2 Siesve (3)
8 97GC1_ OPER. iG Ro!

9 al10GC14 Asutment (2)
10 al10GCi = Sprin
11° 52GC11_ Sprine
12 52GC9 Nut

_

PLATE

13, 52GCi_ OpeRaTING Rop
14 100GCIsEye(rear)15 GCci

6 00GCLoa CRANK
17, a97GC2_— Cross
18 110GC13 Srop Nut (2)
19 110GC13 Stop Nut (2)
20 110GC2_ Rov
21 100GC7C Hani
22 a6GCi Baio,BRACKET,
23 100GC11 Sprinc Crip
24 21GC1 Cam LEVER
25 100GC3C Gac Brock
26 Agoees Eve (front)
27 44GC1 M LEvE!
28 100GC12 Lock Nut
29 100GC1 Rop
30 9GC2  Furcrum PIN
31 a9GC1 STAND,

32 112GC1C Cam Lever
33 149GCi_ Screw

MO}34 100GC14 Lock

Figure 14
Part
No. Symbol

a 72GC5
2 72G LINK (rear)

short}

3  73GC1 Linx (rear) (long)
4 73GC2 ‘ULCRUM PIN
5 56GC1i
6 55GC1 RANK

7 72GC1 Lever (upper) (2)
8 59GC4 WasHER
S 7GCi STAND

10 S9GC3 Nut (upper)
11 59GC1 Stun (in stand)
12  58GC1i —Srup (for ball)
13. 72GC7__Linx (center)
14 50GC12 Sranp
15 50GC14 Screw (3)
16 _64GC1  OpERATING BAR
17

AC Sprinc Box
18  51GCi  SertTtTING ScALE
19 65GCiC SLIDE
20 aSiGCi4 CrSHroe21 51GCi5C Lev:
22 51GC37C Saaer23° =51GC1i2 Scare “A”

Figure 15
Part
No. Symbol Name

1 51GC13 Screw (3)
2 1GC: Scar “A”
3 51GC7 Stand
4 51GCi1 Screw (3)
5

eee Nut (2)
6 PIN
7 sigciscLEVER

8 Drum
9 316c3Locxine Pin

10 51GC6  Sprinc
11 52GC6 PIN
12. 51GCS. Nut
13 52GC5 YE

14 51GC4 KnurLep Heap
15 61GCi Screw (short) (5)
16 51GC19
17. 51GCi8 oeRIN’

18 51GC29 Lock INGLEVER
19 51GC16 ABUTMENT
20 =51GC32 ADIISEING
21 51GC33Loce

1

Nor
22. 65GC3 STAND
23°" 65GGS.-_. Nur
24 72GC5 Nur (6)

25 72GC1 —_Lever (upper) (2)
26 72GC7 Link (center)
27. 72GC2 Lever (lower) (2)
28 72GC4 Bott (6)
29 $7GCi STAND
30 a5iGCi4 Gac Brock

Figure 16
Part
No. Symbol Nam

1 54GC19C Packine eee
2 54GC20 ee PLATE
3 54GC23
4 54GC22 ABUIMENT
5 a53GC45 SQUARING

PLATE

6 arses Pornt Brock
7 53GC2 Mo!

Cresae
8 53GC1 Bieron)9 53GC11 Dower

10 53GC7 Corr @ear)

i eaGesCore (front)
53GC Stop

8 bgisctecioePLATE
53GC48 ee BEoc

15 53GC1SC Bouinkaon)6 pee ees LOC:

17. 53GC.
18 36cs1reece
19 129GC3_ STAND
20 129GCiC Level
21 129GC2 = Fuicrum Pin

22 a53GC36 .CoveR PLATE
23 d53GC35_ Brac
24 “46GC1C_ CarrtEr
25 53GC20C Motp BotstEr

rear)

26 bS3GC49 TyPEEIBOce
27° 53GC29 SEPARATOR

(give pt. size)
28 b54GC12 GuIDE PLATE

rear)

a3
bS4GC9_ = CLosuRE

54GCi4 Cramp.
3 53GC50 Type CLamp
32 GC ABUTMENT

PLATE (2)
33 54GCi_ = Basr Plate
34 b54GC10 copeee
38 b54GC3. NocceSEAT

53GC34_ Wwrarinc PLATE
7 a53GC129 Wen

38 a53GC215 WerpcE

Figure 17
Part
No. Symbol fame

1 50GC6 Rov
2 $50GC8 Locx Nut
3 50GC' No4 50GC1i
5  50GC15 Wate(gradu-

6 50GC4 KN
7 50GC3C Screw
8 50GC12 Stan
9 S0GC2 BraRING

10 50GC: WEDGEi 50GC17
12 50GC16 GaceNvertice))a peeeigSoe
18 acter59GC2Nor(lower)fd 59GC1
18 50GC13ae
19 50GC19 Cramp ScREW
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MATRIX OPERATING MECHANISM

FIGURE 21

Cxiutcu Operating Mechanism
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FIGURE 20

Brince Mechanism for Seating and

Raising the Marrix, also the Cross

Bock Operating Mechanism
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| Figures 18 to 23

Tyee Cramp Mechanism for Cored Material
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Figure 18
Part
No. Symbol Name

1

iBe 1C LrveR
2 ‘C3 SPRING PLATE
3 looces Sprinc Pin
4 141GC1  Sprine
5 2G OPERATING RoD
6 82GC8
7 82GC2 = AvjustINc Nut
8 2GC1 OPERATING Rop

9 82GC3 Lock Nut
10 87GC4 Lock Nut
il 87G ForKep Eye

12 87GC5 IN

13 120GC2_ Pin
14 120GC1IC Eccentric

SHart
15 121GC1
16 88GC4
17° 88GC2 Nor(eight)
18 88GCi Stud
19 128GC1 Fuxcrum Pin
20 85GC1 Key (2)
21 a83GC. CiosurE CAM
22 Gt SHING

23 12GC1 Cam SHAFT
24 53GC27 Nut @)
25 129GC3 ND

26 129GC2 FuLcrum PIN
27° =53GC51 PUSHER
28 GC WASHER

29 6GC13 Srup
30 130GC: Heap
31 82GC5 Lock Nut
32 _-82GC4ForKED EYE

33 ABIGCEWasuER (large)
34 “a a87GC. BUFFER

a
leather)

35 87GC10 SLEEVE
36 «=87GC7_— Nut (2)
37 87GC2 ~—_Burrrr Rop
38 & 87Gt ER

39 a23GC1 TALLEY STAND
40 130GC1 Sense Rop

41 130GC.
42 130GC2 ForKep EYE
43 121GCi_ STAND
44 120GCiC Eccentric

Swart
45 127GCiC Typr Clamp

Cam LeveR
46 a86GCiC CLosurE CaM

LEVER
GC3 ScREW

is 127GC3. Nur
127GC2_—PIN

50—a86GC2 SHOE.

Figure 19
Part
No. Symbol Name

1 78GC2 = Socket
2 76GC1 —Sprinc
3 Decal Mo xp CLosurE
4 a75GC ABUIMENT
5 T3GCtBELL CRANK
6 80GC2 TE

7  80GCiC Fuicrum PIN
8 82GC6 IN

9 27GC1 Screw (top) (2)
10 1GC1 Screw (2
11 a23GC1 ‘(ALLEY STAND
12 77GC2 ‘UT

13 77GC1 OOSENG.Rop
14 78GC1 Gur

8

BS
45

46
47

» &

49
50.

51

53
a 8

Bows
oma

own
Ze

PLATE II

Figure 20

. Symbol Name
7GC3 ForKxrep Eve

7GC4 =Locx Nur
a7GC15 ABUIMENT

(rear)
a7GC10 Sprinc (inner)
a7GCi4 Sprinc (outer)
a7GCi1 ABUTMENT

7GC9
7GC12 SLEEVE
7GC8 Lock Nut
7GC13 Sure
7GC2 QeenatixcRop
6GCi1

44GC1C hiner Cam
LEVER

5GCiC BrincE
a6GCi = BrIpGE

BRACKET
46GCIC Carrier (give

pt. size
6GC10 CoupLine

Screw
6GC9 CouPLING
6GC8 He

a6GCi BripcE
BRACKET

a6GC7_ = PLuc
6GC2C TuBE

a6GC3_ Corzar (2)

6GCii IN

150GC1_ Screw (6)

7GC. PIN

SGC. PINION

5GC: SHAFT
aSGCi2 GuarpD

7GC. Rack
8GC2 Nor@)
8GC3
8GC2 rt (2)
5GC7 Buse‘Link (2)
5GC10 SLEEV

8GC1 Baince
So5GC8

d53GC35CareersBRACKET
54GC5  SureLD
54GC6 = Screw (4)
92GC4 = Nozze
53GC25 TuroucH Bott

2,

53GC27 Nut (3)
53GC28 Wasuer (6)

156GC2 WASHER (3)
56GC1 Bort (3)

156GC4 LT

3GC38 BRACKET
Screw (!

b53GC30 Cross BLock
21GCiC Cross Brock

Cam LEVER
a6GC6_ ABUTMENT
a6GC17 SprING (inner)

6GC5 SPRING (outer)

é
Figure 21

. Symbol Name
17GC3_— Lock Nut
17GC2.— Eve
17GC4 IN

15GC1 = Ctutcu Liver
16GC1 = Furcrum Pin

138GC1 Screw (4)
137GC1 Cover

133GC: Worm Swart

17GC1 OPERATING Rop
i 17GC7_— Lock Nut
a 17GC Heap

at 42GCi Main STanp
1 134GC1 = SHart STAND

Figure 22
art
‘0. Symbol me

161GC5  HanprE
161GC14 Screw
161GC9 OD

161GC iN

161GC8 —Rorxzr (
161GC1. Support (front)
161GC1 Guive Bracket
161GC2 Cramp SCREW

1G Cente
10 161Ge10support(rear)

11 161GCi1 Pin
12 161GCi2 Screw
13 161GC8  RoLLER

314 161GC8  RoLLeR (

Figure 23
Part
No. Symbol Name

1 156GC2 WasuER (3)
2 156GC1_ Bort (3)
3 53GC16_ ELBo
4  53GC149 Mop BoLsTER
5 53GC236 Cross BLock
6 53GC243 Type CLAMP
7 S8GC107SPRING

8 238SDIUSTING
9 53GC242 Type CLAMP

10 53GC51 PUSHER
11 129GC11 ApbyusTING

12 129GC8_ Futcrum Pin

13 129GC10 INTERMEDIATE
14 142GC1 SCREW
15 129GCi2 Nur
16 129GC6 STAND

17 53GC: WASHES18 53GC2
19 53GC26 neon Bout

20 129GC5C Lever (for solid
material

21° 129GC4_ PIN

22 129GCIC eveser
cored
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